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The United Negro College Council, headed by Josephine B
Fund's annual financial drive in Isabel, joined campaign workers r
Memphis and Shelby Coun ty this week in soliciting funds.
reached 'The $1,000 mark fall -Largest - contributions to date' r D I Probes
week. The goal is $20,000.
Blair T. Hunt, co-chairman of
the campaign. said volunteer,
A Tkers are making an effort to
111, .itact all Memphians for contri-
butions. Campaign headquarters
are located at 390 Beale Avenue,
next door to the Tri-State Bank.
"The time has come when we
need men to go the extra mile,"
said J. A. Beauchamp, coordina-
tor of the drive,
have come from Universal Life
Insurance company, $1,000, and B
the faculty and staff of LeMoyne!
college, $800. eating Of
The United Negro College Fund
conducts a nationwide campaign
le $2,000,000 which is divided •each year and raises approximate- L F • Palmer
among its 33 member colleges. Le
Moyne is a member, and so are
Fisk. Lane, Knoxville. Philander
Smith, Tougaloo, Xavier, Dillard
Members of LeMoyne's Student and Talladega.
HERE 'TIS
Room 201, Hickman Building,
lit mphis, Tenn . .. should be onethe most important address-
es in the world to intelligent,
thoughtful, and socially-concerned
people everywhere.
"Room 201, Hickman Building"
should be a particularly important
address for Negroes and for all
the people of Memphis in general.
"Room 201, Hickman Building"
dress at this particular time of
this year . . . the Christmas sea-
son of 1959 . . . when so many
clubs, churches, schools, and other
institutions and individuals are
looking for places to give tangible
expression to their spirit of Chris-
tian benevolence and good will
toward men.
"Room 201, Hickman Building"
In Memphis is an important ad-
dress with world-wide significance
because it's the focal point for
f
tributions to finance one of the
)St important battles man has
„ wage .. . the battle against il-
literacy ... inability to read and
write.
CAMPAIGN HQ -
The Foundation for World Lit-
eracy has its campaign headquar-
ters centered in Room 201. A call
for contributions has gone out.
Large sums of money as well as
nickels and dimes are being so-
licited and welcomed. The call has
gone out for everyone who realiz-
es that illiteracy . . . inability to
read and write . . . inability to
communicate with others intelli-
gibly and effectively , . . is the
prime cause of racial tensions,
world tensions, family tensions,
and virtually all the other social
ills growing out of misunderstand-
ing and ignorance.
The call from Room 201 Hick-
man building is for money to sup-
i
rt a plan and secure additional
citifies . .. to wipe out illiteracy
Memphis, the Mid-South, the
Special FBI Agent 7, J. Casper,
head of the Little Reek FBI of-
fice has announced that the FBI
is investigating tne beating of L.
F. Palmer, jr., editor of the Tri-
State Defender, by a West Mem-
phis, Ark., policeman.
Agent Casper said the probe
was being made at the request of
the Justice Department in Wash-
ington to determine if Mr. Pal-
mer's civil rights were violated.
' Mr. Palmer has announced that
he will "take the strongest possi-
ble legal action against the offi-!
cer and the city of West Mem-
Here in the "Shadows." own - Just Phone, Charge Itleen B. Sugarmon, jr., and aaida gleam this week he is still conferring
of light beams from Room 201, with Mr. Sugarmon with reference Whittier Sengstacke of Chicago,Seugstacke said.
Hickman Building. And that's why to the suit.
the voice of the turtle is being rais-
ed here . . . in feeble support
of the idea.
nation, and all over the world. 
Iph s. He has retained Atty.
Five contestants have entered the fabulous Queen est
Clubs Contest with the competition just a matter of days
old. l'he Tri-State Defender has been deluged with calls
from club officers and members interested in getting more
details on this sensational search for the Queen of Clubs.
The first contestant to qualify
was Mrs. Nellie C. Collins of 620
S. 15th st., West Memphis, who
is being sponsored by the Free
Will club, Elder J. L. Gardner,
president. Other contestants to
date are Miss Carolyn Purdy of
853 Jefferson, Miss Gloria Jean
Shilkens of 798 E. StcLeMore,
who is sponsored by LaJovial
Debs, Miss Carolyn Mason, pres-.
ident, Mrs. Louise Holloway of .
1512 Sparks ave., sponsored by
Negro Citizens Committee Coun-
cil, Raymond Lynom, president:
and Mrs. Nellie Humes 673 Edith,
sponsored by Semper Fidelity
club, Mrs. Bertha Ray, president.
Everybody wins in this sense-
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE — SATURDAY, DECEMBER 12, 1959
EVERS DEFENSE FUND —
Backing 0. Z. Evers, right, in
his fight to regain his posi-
tion In the post office is this
group of Memphians who are
spearheading the Evers De-
fense Fund. Many citizens
have protested the firing of
Mr. Evers and several have
expressed the opinion that he
was released because of h i s
militancy in the area of civil
rights. He was officially fired
because of his activities in the
recent municipal elections.
Fund officials are urging all
MemPhians to rally to assist
Mr. Evers finance legal ac-
tion to regain his job. The
Binghammon Civic League is
sponsoring the fund drive. Left
to right are Eliehue Stanback,
Eddie Davis, Mrs. Evergreen
Caldwell, Miss (lemon Craw-
ford, Mrs, E. J. Washington,
C. E. Hitcher and Mr. Ev-
ers. Staff photo by Hardin.
It doesn'tdoesn't take much wondering
to see why Memphis is a strategic-
ally favorable place to launch a
fight against illiteracy. It is a de-
plorable fact that isl-srrinhis is lo-
cated almost in She heart of a big
sea of illiteracy. It's not the pur-
pose here to go into the causes
and such like. Only point here is
to make the point . . . that pro-
portionately there are more illit-
erate people in the South .. . and
right through this section of it .. .
than practically any other sec-
tion of the United States.
UGLY FACT
It's also an ugly fact that most
of us don't like to admit . . . that
the heavy majority of the-South's
illiterates are Negroes. No need
to dig into the muck of the past
to outline the seamy reasons for
that either. The big and important
fact is that the Negro's aspire-
Lions for acceptance as a man and
as a citizen are being terribly
hampered by the bogeyman of il-
literacy.
Too many Negroes don't know
enough. Too many Negroes can't
receive thought from the printed
page. Too many Negroes can't
express thought on a written
page. Too much Negro talent and
mental ability are lost and grop-
ing in the darkness of illiteracy.
Those are the major facts of segre-
gation any way you look at it.
When people don't have light they
can't find their way.
From "Room 201 Hickman Build-
ing, Memphis" comes word of a
well-planned, tested, simple pro-
gram for reducing, even eliminat-
ing this blight of illiteracy that
See SHADOWS, Page 2
The editor was beaten a n d
thrown out of the West Memphis
police station November 22 when
he answered a call to post bond
for an employee who had been
involved in a minor accident.
Police Chief H. D. "Bud" Hol-
land said he has suspended the
officer pending an investigation
but to date has not announced any
findings of his probe.
The board of trustees of Owen
college formally announced the
appointment of the Rev. Mr.
Charles L. Dinkins of Nashville as
president of the college. Dean-
registrar Thomas I. Willard has
been serving as acting president
since September. The new presi-










that city. He is
married and the
father of three
sons. He received his A.B. degree
from Oberlin college, Oberlin,
Ohio, and his B.D. degree from
-Oberlin Graduate school of The-
ology.
Since 1943 Mr. Dinkins has been
associated with the Sunday school
publishing board of the National
See PRESIDENTS, Page 2
We've Got Best Want Ad Bargain
joined the staff of the Tri-State
Defender last week as Advertisirig
Manager and immediately launch-
ed an intensive classified adver-
tising campaign.
The Tri-State Defender's classi-
fied page (see page 15) is design-
ed to bring immediate results to
commercial and individual adver-
tisers who utilize the traditional
want ad to increase business or to
sell useful items for which they
have no further need.
"We have spent several months
planning a classified section for
the Tri-State Defender and we
have come up with a program
which is certain to bring quick
results to persons who insert want




To Elks Dec. 15th
Buy all the coffee you can in
a Harlem House on Tuesday,
December 11, because all mom
ey from coffee sales on that date
will be turned over to the Reale
Street Elks for their Christmas
basket fund.
The Beal• Street Elks will
sponsor a floor show and dance
Wednesday. Dec. 16, at Currie's
Club Tropicana. The show will.
feature some of the show world'e
top stars, who like Curries, are
donating their services for this
worthy cause.
Scheduled to appear are Ben
Branch, The 1.argoes, G en e
"Bo-Legs" Miller, Vel - Tones,
Del Rios, Phillips Sisters, Bones
and Britt, Tuff Green and his
orchestra, Fine The Exotic, Har-
old Conner and the original TV
Mama. Admission will be $1.20.
11111111111111iiiiittliiiiiiiinteneiniummimentiminir
Effective immediately, the Tr-
State Defender will begin taking
want ads over
the telephone. All
you have to do is
to call JAckson
6-8397 or JAckson
8-8398 and a s k
for Miss Results.
Just say "Charge
It" and Miss Re-
sults will take
your ad and you
Mr. Sengstacke will he amazed
at the results.
No matter what it is you want
to sell, the Tri-State Defender will
get action for you. If you have a
room for rent, or an apartment
or a house. Tri-State Defender
want ads will go to work for you
and find a tenant lit no time at all.
If you want to sell an item for
which you have no more use, call
the Tri-State Defender and order
a want-ad. Your phone will be
jumping off the hook .with pros-
pective buyers calling in. If you
need a job or a maid, place,a
want ad in the Tri-State Defender
now.
Small businesses will find the
Tri-State Defender classified sec-
tion an excellent - unbeatable-
market place. Special rates are
available for listing your business
in our Business Directory.
Don't forget, whatever it is you
want to sell, just call Miss Re-
sults and say "charge it."
NAACP Meets Sunday
The Memphis Branch of the
NAACP will hold its final month-
ly meeting for the year, Sunday,
Dec. 13, 1959 at 430 p.m., Mt.
Olive CME church, Linden at Lau-
derdale St.. at which time officers
and members of the Executive





away with the pot of 50d that's
found at the end of the rainbow.
Now is the time to enter, with
the contest just a few des s old,
there is plenty of time for con-
testants to get in on the begin-
ning. Closing day is February,
tional subscription contest 
re
whichi
features a t emendous jackpot of
prizes for the Queen. Even t e
club sponsoring the first prize
winner will come out $100 richer.
Nothing like it has ever hit Mem-
phis before and its got the club
world in a dither.
The contest is open to female
members of social, religious, civ-
ic and other type dubs in the
states of Tennessee. Mississippi
and Arkansas. Male clubs can en-
ter their "sweethearts" in this ter-
rific contest,
With a first prize jackpot worth
more than $1,000 some lucky lady
in Memphis is going to walk
29, 1960.
There are two ways to get votes
in the Queen of Clubs Contest. For
every one year subscription sold.
22 votes are awarded. One hun-
dred votes are earned for every
hall-year subscription sold. Then,
too, a free vote coupon sill run
in every edition of the Tri-State
Defender until the contest closes.
Contestants can gather as many
of these coupons — worth 10 votes
—as possible.
It's easy! It's fun! It's the best
deal in town, You'd better get
your club to back you and get
started now. FULL DETAILS
WILL BE FOUND ON PAGE S.
The local alumni of Stcharry
Medical college announced
through its chairman Dr. James
Byas last week the plans for a
banquet on Dec. 15 at Universal
cafeteria, 8 p.m.
Highlights of the banquet will
be the appearance of Dr. Harold
West, t h e fifth president in
the 85th year of the college (and
Its first Negro President) will
speak on the development plans
of the college.
The president will be accompan-
ied by Walter H. Boyd, the new
alumni liaison officer. Committee
members for the affair are Dr. F.
A. Rivers, Dr. W. 0. Speight, jr.,




The Zither Bynum Council is in
the midst of a Recreation pro-
gram provided by the Depart-
ment of Recreation for physically
and mentally handicapped chil-
dren. The program will be con-
ducted throughout t h e school
months. It will take place in the
La Rose school on Saturdays,
from 10 a.m., to 4 p.m. Mrs. Ro-






Cut Out Reel Tape
WASHtht;TON — The man who (ago ranks among inetrop,,lilao
had the courage to ban the sale cities who administer a similar
of cranberries at the height of
theft season, nast now come otit
favor of the ADC program, which
it under fire in a number
states, parsicularir Illinois. -
He is Secretary of the Depart-
ment of Health, Education a n d
Welfare Arthur S. Flemming who
says he is "out of sympathy" with
efforts to deny aid to illegitimate,
children a -d with federal regula-
tions making it necessary for a
father to desert his family so his
dependents may get on public wel-
fare rolls.
The Aid to Dependent Children
program has been under fire in
Illinois, particularly Cook County
for the past two years because
many opponents say it encourag-
es illegitimacy and dishonesty.
In Cook County as of Septem-
ber of this year a total of 105,075
persons were receiving aid for the
welfare program. Of that figure
92,781 or 88.3 percent are Negro.
It is estimated that the ADC pro-
gram is now costing Cook County
$50 million a year.
According to the Department of ,
Health, Welfare and Education
Illinois ranked 13th in the nation
in the program as of December,
1958. A study currently is under-
way to determine how high Chi-
progra in.
re Min ing Mete his statement
defending the ADC program dun-
a discussion this week at the
American Public Welfare Associa-
tion's national conference.
Ile also declared that federal
welfare aid to states should be in
single package, rather than brok-
en up into categories, and added
that the administration is studying
a proposal along this line.
At present, the federal govern-
ment makes separate grants to
the states for old-age assistance,
aid to dependent children and aid
to the blind and totally disabled.
Flemming also urged states to
wipe out residence requirements
for the needy to receive welfare
aid. He said he felt it is "inde-
fensible" for the federal gosern-
ment to allow such restrictions.
One Big Fear
EM PHIS, Tenn. — (C PI —
Deputy Sheriff John Carlisle said
Monday he had one great fear
when he found he was accidentally
locked out and broke into h i a
home while his wife held t h e
flashlight the other night — "that
the neighbors would alert my own
office."
Call "Miss Results" — JA. 6-R397
Don't Miss the Sensational Piano Team of Nelson & Neal in Bruce Hall - LeMoyne College, Friday Night, Dec..11,at 8:30
ambition of the honoree from her
childhood. She became thus inspir-
ed by her very first teacher and
was later impelled by some of the
fine instructors whom she admir-
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., Dec. 12, 1959
Mrs. De Berry Captures
'Teacher Of YearAward
The title of "Teacher of the preparation for this new assign-
Year" of Madison County Schools
was won by Mn, Cora Atwater
DeBerry during the celebration of
American Education Week in Jack-
son, Tenn. This honor was decid-
ed by popular vote tinder the spon-
sorship of the Veterans of Foreign
Wars, Lake Cisco Post 4805 and
the Ladies Auxiliary.
Mn. DeBerry, native of School.
Jackson completed her upper ele- Besides having a busy and full
teaching career, Mrs. DeBerry
has found time to devote to var-
mentary, secondary, and college
training at Lane college. To be-
come a school teacher was the.ious organizations. She is past
president of Semper Fidelis Coun-
cil; chairman of the Ways and
Means Committee of the City Fed-
eration of Women's Clubs, secre-
tary of National Notes of the State
Federation of Women's clubs, a
member of the Founder's D a y
Committee of the State P. T. A.,
member of Delta Sigma Theta So-
rority, past associate Matron of
Precious Jewel chapter No. 165,
Order of Eastern Star, member
of Zarah Court No. 51 Daughters
of Isis, president of Region No. 2
Principals Study Council, compris-
ing five counties and one city sys-
tem; vice-president of Madison
County Principals Study Council
and a member of the state's steer-
ing committee of the Principal's
Study Council; parliamentarian of
the Madison County Teacher's As-
sociation, and chairman of the pro-
gram committee of the West Ten-
nessee Teachers' Congress.
A member of St. Paul C. M. E.
•
ment, she attended the University
of Tennessee, Knoxville, this past
summer enrolled in the division
of school administration. It was
not surprising when her name
showed up on the honor roll. She
to be staffed by ten teachers. In
has also done graduate study thru
A&I State University Extension
MM. CORA A. DeBERRY
ed through the years. Mrs. De-
Berry's teaching career has been
long and varied. The most of it
having been done in rural schools.
She has never really sought to
have it otherwise because of her
philosophy that one serves best
when he can serve most. Her suc-
cess in her chosen area attests to
the soundness of this theory. Her
teaching experience has includ-
ed English and Speech at Carver
High school, Brownsville and West
High school in Madison County for
several years.
At the beginning of this school
year, she was elected to the prin-
cipalship of Greer elementary
school of Madison County which
is in the process of consolidation
church of t city, Mrs. DeBerry
is active in the Missionary Society.
She formerly served as director
of the Hattie E. Coleman Circle' an
as director of Pageant and Plays
of the Jackson-Memphis Annual
Conference.
Lecturer, consultant, and public
speaker are familiar titles of the
honoree. She can only meet half
of the demands for her servic-
es by churches and other groups
throughout this area. The YWA
of First Baptist church awarded
her a citation for her outstand-
ing contribution in this field at
their annual celebration last
year. She delivered 16 addresses
to various religious groups over a
period of three consecutive months
and has proved to be a favorite
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YOUR HANDS ON ME"
The Story They Said Could Never Be Filmed!
ROTHY CURT
DADNODRIDGE JUitaNS
Iry LOVE AND ADVENTURE AS BOLD






BABY CONTEST — Pilgrim
Baptist church held a baby
contest recently and the first
prize went to Kennedy Earl
Brown, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Earl Brown of 889 Porter.
That's little Kennedy being
held by a smiling Dr. W. Her-
bert Brewster (left), pastor of
the church. The winner was
sponsored by Mrs. Lillian War-
ford. Second prize went to
Godfrey Patterson, nephew of
Mr. and Mrs. Ananias Boyd,
Shadwos
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1)
handicaps men. It's a plan thought
out by a great Christian mission-
ary and educator, Dr. Frank Lau-
bach.
Dr. Laubach worked out a simple
method for teaching illiterates in
the more backward areas of the
world how to write their own lan-
guage in order to read the Bible.
He achieved such amazing results,
in so simple a manner, he has
people all over the world. Out of
his effort and achievement has
come the World Literacy Founda-
tion . . . designed to employ Dr.
,Laubach's plan and methods to
abolish illiteracy everywhere.
GREAT DREAM
It's a great dream . . . and a
worthy one. It can be made to
come true with the united effort
of people . . . big and little. Here
in Memphis, there are hundreds
of social clubs, churches, and oth-
er groups busy during this seasons
raising money to make some kind
of Christmas donation to some
worthy cause. Well now, what's
a more worthy cause than that of
fighting illiteracy?
What greater Christmas could
be given a person than to help
him into the light of knowledge
. . . give him the gift of literacy
. . . start him on the road to
more satisfying self-expression
and understanding?







of an organizatioit's planned
Christmas-gift monies to the World
Literacy Foundation wool be one
of the wisest, smartest, and best
contributions a n y organization
could give this year .. . right now
when the Foundation is making
its drive for financial support.
WHY NOT GIVE? • •
Why not suggest to yo r club's
officers and members jh idea of
making such a contrib tion? Find
out all you can about Room 201,
Hickman Building her in Mem-
phis, and tell your club or church
about it. Bet you'll find that every-
body present will endorse the idea
and feel you're really in there with
the straight thinking. They don't
have to worry about the size of the
contributions. Just make it.
Greatest satisfaction will come
from feeling your group is part
and parcel of a great world-wide
movement that will do great im-
mediate good right here in one's
own neighborhood. . . good that
will reach over into the future for
people yet to be born . . . good
that will reduce the necessity
for making Christmas donations to
the needy every year . . . good
that will reduce the ranks of the
needy. '
Even 2 half of a first glance
will reveal that by reducing il-
literacy one reduces darkness .
the darkness of ignorance One
helps to give the light to help folk
find their own way to intelligent,
contributing citizenship and indi-
viduality. Now, whatchubet!
Mamie In Denver
of 152 Looney and Carolyn
Hayes, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Sandy Hayes of 2.172 Hunt-
er, sponsored by Mrs. Sandy
Poole took the third prize.
DENSER — (UPI) — M r s.
Mamie Eisenhower arrived in Den-
ver by train Tuesday to visit her
ailing mother while the President
is on his foreign tour.
Mrs. Eisenhower, accompanied
by her personal physician, w a s
greeted at Denver Union Station
by a small crowd of about 40 per-
sons. She told newsmen she w a s
uncertain how long she would re-
main in Denver. `I'll decide on a
day-to-day basis," she said.
IT NEVER FAILS"
ViAtt AND ti GAAS
l'AS P. DOAN me 11-st
NECK! HE *M1404006
stic EtiltAT 16 11.4 MOST
esunPuL BASN, int 114
woitt-Ol—COmeer0OV WONT







3k end 44C giliESP/F
America's Finest
for DRESSING
• Contains pure. imported Olive Of
and genuine Oil of Bergamot!
• Perfect as a pressing, too!
• Keeps the 'Love Look" is yesr
heir!





010 VOU Ina SU Tell
L1KS4 OP IT, JOE? LOOK ik7
THAT SET "Neat
NeVER WAS ANOTHER SAE's*
LoCt "Nis ONt,— AND TNOIE
EVEC— 010 YOU 'veg. sac
SuCN
 4
THIS COUPON IS WORTH 10 VOTES IN-1
THE QUEEN OF CLUBS CONTEST!
Mail to Contest Director, Tri-State Defender
P. 0. Box 311, Memphis, Tennessee
Or
Bring to Tri-State Defender, 236 S. Wellington.
I cast 10 votes for the Queen of Clubs contestant whose name
appears below with the knowledge that each voter may send
in as many coupons as he or she wishes so long as they are in
the office of The Tri-State Defender or postmarked by 6 P. M.„
February 29, 1960.
Vote For





THE EASY BERL OLSWANGER WAY Needs
also MRS. GEORGE DODSON
PIANO • ORGAN • RECORDS • STEREO HI-Fl PHONOGRAPH
BERL OLSWANGER MUSIC
SR 6-4476 1531 UNION IA 7-9987
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE I)
Baptist .Ccruvention USA, Inc. He
recently resigned a s executive
secretary of this organization
which supplies more than 5,000,-
000 members with religious liter-
ature. Previously, Mr. Dinkins has
served as editor of the board's
publications, and has authored the
board's manual for state depart-
ments of Christian Education and
the Sunday schools, as well as
many other articles. In 1957. he
prepared the administrative plans
for the successful reorganization
and expansion program of t h e
board.
Owen college operations began
with a "pilot" student group in
Jan. 1954, under the presidency of
Levi Watkins. The state charter
for the college was granted in
July, 1954. Approval of the state
department of education and vet-
erans administration was obtained
and became effective as of Aug.
12, 1954. The college was admit-
ted to provisional membership in
the American Association of Jun-
ior colleges in March, 1955. The
title to the physical plant w a a
vested in the college in 1057 and
membership on the board of
trustees was opened to qualified
persons outside the supporting
body. Owen college was accredit-1
ed by the Southern Association of
MRS. GEORGE DODSON, piano
teacher with the Berl Olswani•
Cr Music company is ever ready
to serve your every musical need.
Mrs. Dodson Is an accomplished
teacher and pianist. She has been
with the Olswanger shop, located
at 1521 Union ave., for five years.
See Mrs. Dodson today for that
gift of all gifts for Christmas, a
lovely piano or organ. The show
has a choice of all types of musi•
cal instruments, plus the added
convenience of lessons.










ONLY $13,100—$600 MOVES YOU IN!
FHA Financing—$90 Per Month
LAKE VIEW Cr6AliabeeENS
During the time of the birth of Jesus, people were faced with problems
of which many are still common today. Although we are moving forward
in our times to overcome this obstacle, we are still faced with a housing
shortage. Particular in the field of well built homes. We are fortunate in
the fact that the mothers of today are not faced with the problem of a
place in which to give birth to their little ones, as Mary was when the
Baby Jesus was born. Still what happens when the mother prepares to
bring the little one home? Why not make this an unusually Happy
Christmas for the wonderful mother in your home. Present her with a
"Wolfe" built home in the Lovely Lakeview Gardens Subdivision.
For further information on our Christmas special to you, why not call or
come on out to Lakeview, while you are Christmas shopping?
DIRECTIONS: Drive South on Highway 61 to Horn Lake 'Road,
drive South on Horn Lake Road to one block South of Geeter School.
WOLFE HOMES, INC. EX 7-9343
LIABILITY INSURANCE
AVAILABLE FOR EVERY DRIVER
Small Down Payment And Arrange Low Payments On Balance
FrIMELBERG INSURANCE AGENCY
888 POPLAR AVE. — JA. 6-0652
FILL YOUR HOME WITH
CHRISTMAS SPIRIT
ROULETTE
saint Patrick's Cathedral t hoir
An inspiring collection of tradition-
al Christmas Carols by the Choir
of one of the most famous chtoches




Perennial Christmas favorites, both
traditionol and "Pop" rendered
with full chorus and string ten-
theft Christmas "Feeling". she evoi/elok h. VIM
ssemble. Jimmie brings us closer to
It 2 5095








































































principals accepted the responsi-
bility of getting the material to the
presidents of the PTAs. The vol.
tion for the public; as a result, result each conclusion reached is 
Sunday afternoon at 4 p. m. Those unteer workers were as follows:
training is spread to from year based on the individual having 
Present enjoyed a treat of their
to year, thus enabling a few em. thought the case out from all an- life.
ployees to attend each session gles." The boys and girls of the Kinder.
fl a rotating basis. garten conducted the devotion
Southern Bell conduct s these p d pTA
classes to keep its employees 
which was very uniquely done. It
abreast of the rapidly changing
times and progress of business
C. F. Foster, training director for
the Company's West Tennessee
Division points out.
"Financial Mangement" is one
of the courses now being conduct-
ed. The employee studies basic
accounting, corporation finance an
solve s theoretical problems
through making decisions as to
how much should be spent on va-
rious projects and when.
Foster says that most develop-
ment programs last about five
days. A management development
conference held each year at the
University of Georgia, however,
lasts two weeks. It is designed to
I id managers in learning ways of ,tanning, organizing and controll-
delegates to the West Tennessee
District Meeting and the distribu-
tion of gifts.
me M. Peters, first vice president;
Il••••• 1114 Mrs. Vera Bell, Mrs. Mary 1. Rom-•.11 • II III • II II II II
i THE BONDADS social club
I gets in a little practice at the
Hippodrome skating rink on
Beale as they prepare to toss
a skating party at the popular
rink Monday night, Dee. 21,
from 8 - 12. Admission to the
skating party will be $t .90.
Bondads shown above are,
front row, left to rie.ht Misses
Janice Clemmons, Hazel
Brown, Parmenta Riau and Ja•
nice Prudent. Back row left
to right are Misses Williamet•




The Telephone Company h a s ing their operations, and other
schools for its employees the year important subjects such as t h e
round. evaluation of an employee's j o b
Each month employees attend performance.
training courses ranging from "We're interested in developing ;
pole climbing to the study sif hu- our managers to the fullest rle-'
manities. Not all employees go gree", says Foster. "Since learn.
Emma Burns, vice president;
Yural Moore, reporter; Mildred
Newton and Maxine Draper.
Staff president, Yural Moore,
reporter; Mildred Newton and
Maxine Draper. Staff photo
by Billy Duncan.
FUN TIME — The home of
Mr. and Mrs. W. 1'. Middle-
brook of 3261 Alta road was
the happiest scene in the
neighborhood recently when





to school at the same time Tele• ing is a mental process we expose Gibson's 
Kindergarten, located
on Ford Road in the Golden Aletho-phone service must be maintain. our people to situations where
ed at a high degree of satisfac- there is no exact answer. As a 




Porter PTA will culminate the
annual Drive Thursday, Dec. 10,
at 7:30 p. m. in the cafeteria.
Porter PTA is striving to maintain
the largest membership in the
state.
seemed as though it was a mir-
of age perform so beautifully. erine Tappan, president of the I'.
From the Mitchell Road school:
Mrs. N. A. Crawford, president of
the PTA; Mrs. Terece Bievins, sec-
ond vice-president; Mrs. Georgia
Gales, treasurer; and Miss Matery
Henderson, a student at Mitchell.
acle to see children from 3-5 years From Walker school; Mrs. Kath
There were several numbers by T. A.; Mrs. Charlene Dandridge.
the Kindergarten band and the Alma Jean Robinson, Mrs. Cal-
program also provided numbers donia Allen, chairman of charact-
from special groups and a duet. er and spiritual education; Mrs.
Mrs. Katherine Tappan was mis. Hattie Lee, chairman of health
tress of ceremonies, and safety; Mrs. C. Deaner.
Some of the special guests were From Ford Road school: Mrs.
as follows: Mrs. Mary Ann Wrush- Mary Ann Wrushen, president of
en, president of Ford Road school; the PTA; Mrs. Charlen Dandridge,
Mrs. Cozetta Hence, a member of chairman of publicity; Mrs. Alma
the Ford school faculty; Mrs. Char. Jean Robinson, Mrs. Caldonia Al-
lene Dandridge, chairman of pub- ten, chairman of character and
licity of Walker school; C. John spiritual education; Mrs. Hattie
Program features will include son, Isaiah Steverson and Mrs. Ca 
Lee, chairman of health and safe-
Christmas selections by the stu- routhers gave some very inspiring ty; 
Mrs. C. Deaner.
remarks after which the program From Ford Road school: Mrs.1dents of both schools, report of
was turned over to the principal Mary Ann Wrushen, president of
the PTA; Mrs. Agnes Gibson,'
second vice president; Mrs. John-
and she gave some enjoyable re-
marks of thanks. Isaiah Stever-
son gave the benediction. Mrs. Ag-
nes Gibson is the principal and:sAvE ON WALLPAP Rev. C. E. Young is the pastor beet,•of the church. The Shelby County Council of
• VOLUNTEERS MARCHED
ON PAINTS • The Walker Home residents play-. ed a vital part this week in rais- S. A. Owen college Saturday at10 a. m. with the president pre-
• ing funds for the muscular Its. siding. Business of importance
ER
parent teachers association met at
FREE CITY DELIVERY • trophy campaign, under the direc- was making plans for the Spirit
• • !ion of Mrs. Vera Bell, a member of Christinas program which will
: H.A. CARROL &C o 
•• , 
,.\ 
1 the faculty of Ford road school.
X  material for the volunteer
al orkers was distributed to t h e man of the
be held Dec. 19 at S. A. Owen.
Mrs. Johnnie Mae Peters is chair-
program. Other busi-
In . .school and they are as follows: ness conducted was appointing of-
the• 405 Monroe - JA. 3-1626 • Mitchell Read Junior High, Prof. .ficersMrs. Grettie Adair was
elected as corresponding secre-
tary': Mrs, Rosa Johner as parlia-
• klonzo Weaver, principal; Walker•
HERBERT STREULI . WALTER STREULI • ,chool, Prof. Charles W. Horner,•
were the guests at a big birth-
day party. With birthdays fall-
ing one day apart, the young
Middlebrooks combined forces
and invited their friends in to
celebrate. Aside from the de•
TRI-STATE DEFENDER 3 ImmaiimimAimirlirliezinrimarmimili;
Sot., Doe. 12, 1959
IL!
licious refreshments. a huge
birthday cake was the center
of attention at the fete. The
small fry all reported that "a
good time was had by all.''
Photo by Withers.
Baptist Work Confab
Held On Owen Campus
Courts Redford, executive sec-
retary - treasurer, and Arthur B.
Rutledge, director, division of mis-
sions of the Baptist Home Mission
board of the Southern Baptist Con-
vention announced the Annual Con-
ference on work with National
Baptists held on the campus of
Owen college, Dec 7.9. The Con-
ference was directed by Dr. Guy




The Hamilton high school PTA
will have its regular meeting
Wednesday night, Dec. 16 in the
school cafetorium at 7:30. T h e
civil defense club, under the di-
rection of Mrs. K. R. Burchett,
the advisor, will present a one act
Christmas play, "The Perfect
Gift," by A. S. Burack.
Christmas carols will be sung.
Mrs. Thelma Whalum, chairman
of the junior high music depart-
ment will furnish the music.
The membership drive will close
Dec. 15. The PTA motto is "Our
PTA Must Grow and Glow." Mrs.
Ophelia Byes, the PTA president,
urges the presence of all parents.
Harry T. Cash is the principal.
Charlene Dandridge is in charge
of publicity.
The Mitchell Road junior high
school located at 658 Mitchell rd.
will hold their regular monthly
meeting Dec. 8 at 3:30 in the
school cafetorium. The president
is asking everyone in and around
the Walker homes to be present.
Mrs. N. A. Crawford, president.
Mrs lohnM NI • •
Nearly 150 college instructors
and professors, representing ap-
proximately 40 colleges and uni-
versities were in attendance. The
schedule provided for group con-
ferences on Monday and Tuesday
for: state directors, teacher•mis-
sionaries, Baptist student union
directors, children workers a n d
youth center directors.
Addresses were delivered by A
B. Ilutliledge, director, division of
Missions • Home Mission board;
W. R. Grigg, secretary depart-
ment of interracial cooperation of
the state Baptist convention of
North Carolina; S. Leon Whitney,
vice president, Mississippi Baptist
Seminary; Clyde Hart, director,
department of race relations of
the Arkansas Baptist State Cnn•
vention; and A. W. Wilson, *Ice
president, Alabama State Conven-
tion of the National Baptists, USA,
Inc.
On the last day, Conference Di
rector Bellamy, secretary of the
Department of work with Nation-
al Baptist of the Home Mission
Board spoke at the joint chapel
service for delegates and the stu-





A Santa Claus postal booth
was scheduled to open Wednes-
day, Dec. 9, at noon, on the
corner of Beale and Hernando.
This announcement came
from Postmaster A. L. Moreland
this week. The post office booth
will be manned by a young lady
from the Negro community and
will serve as a convenient spot
for obtaining stamps for Christ-




Prof. mentarian, Mrs. Bessi and e Nathan. charge•Pet 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111Oein 15 11
• • ••mmogeNNEg gi nsa,,,,ork iel, historian: Mrs. Katherine Tapian Goodrich, principal. T h 
epubl city,f 
- _ 
pan as co-chairman of publicity
-
The annual luncheon for the coun-
cil was discussed and will he' held
the fourth Saturday in Felt. at
Mitchell road school, located at
658 Mitchell rd. Prof. Alonzo
Weaver is principal. Members pre-
sent at the meeting were; Rev.
Jones, Prof. Ezra Ford, Prof
Prescott Fisher, Mrs. G. M. Bum
pus, Mrs. Bessie Nathaniel, Mrs
Agnes Gibson, Mrs. Ida M. Rom-
her, Mrs. N. A. Crawford, Mrs.
Grettie Adair, Mrs. Johnnie M.
Peters, Mrs. Mary Ann Wrushen,
Mrs. Almeida Ayers, Mrs. Kalil
erine Tappan, Mrs. Unise James.
Mrs. Rosa Joyner, and Mrs. Ar-
dena Gooch, president of the coun
cil. The president is asking all of
the council members to be present
on Dec. 19 at 10 a. m. for the
Spirit of Christmas.
Rev. and Mrs. William Kim
brough was visiting in the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Hoard Peters
The Peters reside at 32f6 Norton
rd. The Kimbroughs are the
parents of Mrs. Peters. Their
home is in Chicago.
The funeral of Mrs. Ida Mae
Dewey was held at the Riverside
MB church Sunday, Nov. 29 at
1:30 p. m. Airs. Dewey was the
mother of Mrs. Thelma Clark. She
also left a husband and two sons,
all of Memphis. Rev. H. H. Gooch
and Rev. 0. D. White were in
charge of the eulogy. Rev. 0. D.
White, pastor.
Mrs. Charles Dandridge, church
reporter.
The Walker school PTA is spon-
soring Mrs. Hattie F. Burnett and
Mrs. Crawford Lucas in a musical
concert Dec. 18, at 7:30 p. m. in
the school auditorium. Mr. Lucas
is a member of the faculty at
Walker schohl. He is the husband
of Mrs. Victoria Lucas. Mrs. Lti-:
cas studied music at the Missis-
sippi Industrial college. He has ap-
peared in most of the large cities
across America. During the six
years he sang with the college
choral group.
Mrs. Katherine Tappan, presi
dent of the PTA; Prof. Charles
W. Horner, principal and Mrs.
•
SALE DRS WEEK-ONLY!
MS POWERFUL-MOOR 1105-I Complete with 7 piece
set of OMNI tools
EUREKA $3988
• NEW UNBREAKABLE HOSE
• PAPER DUST BAG—CLIP.ON TOO -
• EASY GLIDE RUG NOZZLE
• LIGHT—QUIET—GUARANTEED
Soo Lk* Dsoosarotho or Our Um of ChM or
PHONE (Night or Day) BR. 5-7766









Radio 148, It's Great
LISTEN TO THE GOLDEN GIRL
8:30 A.M. --- 9:30 A.M.
2:15 P.M. --- 3:00 P. M.
HEAR HUNKY DORY
6:00 AM. --- 8:30 A.M
11:00 A.M. --- 1:30 P.M.
YOU'LL ENJOY BROTHER BOB
4:00 A.M. --- 6:00 AM.
9:30 A.M. --- 11:00 A.M.
1:30 P.M. --- 2:15 P.M.
DON'T MISS
DICK "Cane" COLE
3:00 P.M. ---4:45 P.M.
Credit? You Set It!
MOSKIN'S
















Don't Put It Off











UP To $10,000.00 BY AGENCY
OF FEDERAL GOVERNMENT.
MUTUAL FEDERAL
SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATION
588 VANCE JA. 5-6672
,.111111;1111Intiviglii;Itimill.1111,11.1.1)211volignisi1;1,11g),!j1
Church Of God In Christ Convocation Draws Thousands Of Delegates And Visitors
NATIONAL CONVOCATION ands of members of the
of the Church of God in Christ denomination to Memphis for
currently meeting at Mason the annual sessions. In photo
Temple has attracted thous- at left, the Rev. J. II. Frank-
lin of Ilouston discusses
church business with Mrs. Lu-
cinda Franklin and Winifred
Burgess, both of Memphis. In
center photo three Bishops get
together for an informal chat.
Left to right are Bishops A. B.
McEwen of Memphis, R. E.
LLIS GROVE BAPTIST
Dr. B. R. Riley will be the,
vangelist when the Ellis Grovei
aptist church holds its Evangelis-
e meeting Dec. 14-18. An expect-
i overflow crowd will hear',
is forceful speaker from Dallas,
ex., each night of the meeting.
srvices will begin at 7:30 p.m.
Rev. C. Jones is pastor of Ellis
rove Baptist church of 872 Pop-1
Y.
EULAH BAPTIST An outstanding Youth Fellow- Methodist church will deliver the
The congregation of Beulah Bap- College, Little Rock, Ark., ofship was held at the First Baptist address.
at church will honor the pastor which he was a trustee. He alsoMagnolia church, recently. R e V. The program will feature individ-
sd his wife, Rev. and Mrs. W. bequeathed 120,000.00 to t h eArthur Eberthardt, assistant pas- tail and group selections, a 
play. Holmes, with an Appreciation Church. A few days before h s
tor of the Cummings Street Bap- and many other seasonal offer-
ay, Sunday, Dec. 13. death at the age of 64, Mr. Wyatt
tist church, delivered a most in- ings by members of the junior and
At 3 p.m., a special program had led in a campaign for the re-
spiring sermon to the youth. Miss senior clubs.
Alice Morgan of St. John Baptist There are 23 junior and senior 
location of the Union Memorialill he presented. The Greater Mt.
on and Mt. Morten B a ptist Church of which he was an offi-
church on Vance was mistress of clubs in the city schools of Mem-
iurch on Carnes will be guests. - cer and member for many years.
ceremonies. phis, which includes girls betweenle Rev. E. V. McGhee of Great- . He had pledged $10,000 in the re-
gt. Zion Baptist church will
'liver the sermon. The master of
'remonles will be Rev. R. W.
arsworthy of Mt. Moriah Baptist
lurch. Music for the occasion
li be rendered by the combined
mirs of the guest churches.
The theme of Appreciation Day
'Let the Elders that Rule be
lunted Worthy of Double Honor
Xmas Vespers
Slated For
All choirs of the church will par-
ticipate. Baptist Church
Sunday, Dec. 13, the Junior
choir will fold a musical at 7:30
p.m. Students of Thor Jones, A.
L. Peyton, Mrs. Jeff Cole a n d
Carver High school Glee Club will
be guests.
Rev. L. A. Storey is the pastor.
Mrs. Velma Campbell is the
church reporter.
FIRST BAPTIST
Also appearing on the program e ages o 12- . Miss orne a
were Claudell Steward, youth lead- Sanders is the Chairman of all of
er, and John Denman, president. the advisers of all of the clubs,
Chairman of the Youth Fellow-
Mrs. Marie L. Adams is the chair-
ship was Miss Mottle Graham. 
man of the Teen-Age Program
committee, Miss Minnie McFael-Miss Edna Horton was program
and working along with
chairman. Di!den is the Teen-Age Program 
'
Rev. J. W. Wyms is the pastor. 
rector,
AME CONFERENCE
Other ministers who were re-an-
Among highlights of the forth-
coming Yuletide season will be the
impressive Christmas Vesper
service, slated for Sunday. Dec.
13, at 3:30 p.m., at Metropolitan
Baptist church, and presented by
the Teen-Age Department of the
Vance Avenue Branch YWCA.
The Rev. D. M. Grisham, who
is the Minister of the Centenary
er in planning YTeen activities
are 36 Y-Teen Advisers in t he
city, schools of Memphis.
specially They Who Labor in the pointed to their respective church- All faes, friends and mem-
ord and Doctrine." : "`"" -..: el.:during tbe recent Idertiphis hers of the YWCA are invited toM. J. Edwards is the elwrirerer AM E Conference were Rev. H. share with us in the celebrationII Mrs. Cattle Brown is the co- Ralph jackson of St. Andrew, Rev, of our Christmas program, which
airman. E. M. Alcorn of St. James, Rev, will be climaxed with the tradi-ARM TEMPLE CME Loyce Patrick of Avery Chapel, tional YWCA "Hanging of t h e
The Martin Temple membership Rev. J. C. Miller of Providence, Greens." a ceremony of 'deckingbusily preparing for Christmas. Rev. J. T. Denthum of New Allee.ithe Halls with Boughs of Holly."i Sunday, Dec. 20, the church Rev. 0. T. Hooks of Bethel and 1
s planned a children's pageant Rev. I. T. Jefferson of Galilee. 16With all of the pressure placed
d Christmas party. The much Each congregation accepted theiupon mankind today we can no
location and rebuilding campaign
for his church, which is a gift in
addition to his bequest of $20,000.
Other bequests included 510.090.
to the Metropolitan YMCA; $10,000.
to the Pine Street YMCA; $5,000
to theS t. Louis Metropolitan
Church Federation of St. Louis
and $5,000 to the National Associ-
ation to r the Advancement of
Colored Pepole. In 1932, Wyatt
organized the Wyatt Taxi Co., af-
ter leaving employment at t h •
Pullman shops.
Mr. Wyatt was president of the
New Age Federal Savings a n el s
Loan Association and a memberl
of the Advance Committee of The
Methodist Church. He represented
the Central West Conference of
the Central Jurisdiction at Metho-
ticipated treat which begins at return of the pastors enthusiastillonger hide ourselves in caves. The *
p.m.,will be directed by Miss catty. .conditions of to mday ore so than
C c. ontata on De 24 at 12 mid- tors' Council will meet this Thurs. that those people who are hiding BY JOHN HARVEY FURBAY PH Dght will climax the yule activi- day, Dec. 10, at St. James AME,their positions, and the like come a at the house of worship. It church. Presiding Elder, J. A. now anti show what they really canentitled "The Bethlehem Star." James, will be in charge. do for the cause of making the
world a better place in which to
live.
Unlike Elijah — over in the i
.1New Testmaent we find a young!
man elm believed that he had the I
answers to his personal problems.
He then went to hia father and af-
ter receiving the same set out in
life to live according to his own
plans. If the world needs any one
thing today it is that group of
people who know where they are
going and how they are going to
get there. The uncertainty so
characteristic of most of us today i
kre we living in the day of cow- lly a day passes that all of us must be thrown aside. Men must ,
' is? One of the most disturbing do not have opportunities to make set before themselves a destine.;
age in this day and time is contributions for the betterment of tion and a set of values to be used '
apped up in the fact that so humanity. The world stands on the in achieving those destinations,
ay people are lacking in the 'sidelines today waiting for those , Contrary to much public thinking
1 to commit themselves in criti- iof moral and spiritual stamina to ,today life is not merely a matter ,moments. This is one of the!come out of their caves and take of achieving goals but achievingat tragic features in living to .a stand for that which is note- !them with honor.
worthy. We must not be satisfied with
'he Bible brings before its two Hiding in one's cave might just achieving goals but
n who reacted differently to bring temporary joy to some peo-;achieving goals with those things
Lica' moments. Elijah, after, pie but things are so designed that that will give to humanity a new
/Mg a great moment on Mt. someday we have to come out of sense of pride and hope. It is at
rmel chose to go and hide our caves. We can hide behind Cu- this point and this only that we
itself when a man of God vsas perficial walls or in caves for a can expect to erase the cowardice
%led to. testify for God. Suddenlylwhile but when hunger and unrest and lack of honor so characteris-
voice of God reminds him that 'attack its we find that we have to 'tic of our day and generation. In
ave was no where for a man of !desert those caves and come and the final analysis the people who
I at this critical moment. The declare ourselves. 'stand for something today must
tit of Elijah is still among us With all of the pressure placed ,stand for SOMETHING.
ay. Many people are not hiding
physical caves but are hiding
superficial caves that keep them
m being the kind of people they
wild be. The tragic thing about
whole condition of world at
-a today centers around peaple
o are so concerned about per-
Ail safety that they dare not
'owe out into anything that
ght involve them. We need
11 and women who are so equip-
! today that they will not ten-
'j nut into anything.
;ociety is concerned more with
at is popular rather than what Is
Coupled with this many of
are concerned with saving our
n skins rather than doning wha
know is right. How tragic it
that in these days of great op-
rttusity and advantages far in
vanes of those who have done so
ich for society and humanity we
sleit our opportunities to make
rthwhile contributions to our
y and time.
taro people are talking today
stirs to moral rearmament 1
maw if it is not at this point
sly. all need revitalizing Hard.
iris Bradford. The North Memphis AME Pas- at any period in history demand Debunker
15 NOTA GOVERNMENT
BANK - 64
Ranger of Houston and
Charles Pledge of Kansas City,
Kans. In photo at right, plans
-
are discussed for the Worn.
en's Department of the Church
of God In Christ. Mother Lil-
$70,000 Bequeathed
To Methodist Charities/
ST, LOUIS, MO.—A Negro dele- dist General conferences (law-
gate to the General Conference of making body of the denomination)
The Methodist church to be held and the Central Jurisdictional con-
in Denver, Col., in April and May, ferences in 1952 and 1956 and had
1960, has bequeathed $70,000.00 to been elected to the 1960 denomina-
charities including a Methodist tional conferences, at the 1959
college. He is Big Wyatt, local session of the Central West Con-
civic and religious leader, who ference last May.
died unexpectedly of a heart at-
tack on Nov. 16.
A native of Arkansas who h a d
Han B. Coffey, left, national
supervisor, Is in conference
with Mrs. Carrie Cantrell,
4 TRI-STATE DEFENDFII
Sat., Dec. 12, 1959
public relations director of the
Women's Department. Staf f
photos by Hardin.
son, and to embark on a long.1LeMoyne Seniors To
range program "to restore this 
excellent and healthful fruit to a Conduct Services
year round place on the nation's! The senior class of Lealoyne
tables,' according to Leo W. college will conduct the annual
Smith of the Department's Food "LeMoyne Sunday" during 11 a. m.
Distribution Division. services, Dec. 13, at Second Con-
In a telegram to food industry gregational church, the Rev. John
leaders representing processors, C. Mickle, pastor.
wholesalers, retailers and the pub. Chester Cade, president of the
lie feeding industry, the Depart-
class, said the Rev. Arthur James
ment urged "utmost effort'.,y Eberhardt, assistant pastor ofo 
industry and government "toward Cummings Street Baptist church
restoring public confidence in this and a transfer student at Le-
traditional holiday food," Smith 
Moyne, will be the speaker.
said. A coffee hour in the parish
house of the church will follow.
help," USDA told the food industry
little formal training, Mr. Wyatt ileft to his widow, Mrs. Ethel Wil- !to increase consumption of crass- ed in the Thanksgiving-Christmas leaders, "to meet their present
left $20,000 to Philander Smith ,kerson Wyatt. berries during the Holiday Sea- period. "Producers urgently need critical marketing situation."
Ag Dept. Calls For
Plan To Reestablish
Cranberry Market
The U. S. Department of Agri-
culture this week called upon all
segments of the food industry to
conduct a massive merchandising
campaign in an "all out" effort
to help cranberry growers re-esta-
blish their markets. And urged
consumers throughout the nation
to resume using cranberries, now
that cleared supplies are again
being offered for consumption.
USDA has asked all national,
A total of 17,000 was bequeathed regional and local information, The Depratment pointed out
to several relatives and friends educational and food trade staffs that, normally. about 80 percent of
and the residue of his estate was to assist in a vigorous campaign the fresh cranberries are market.
The Bank of England Is not a
Government institution, as one
might suppose; but is a private
banking house—the largest in the
world. The only reason it is called II
the Bank of England is that the ;
Government is its chief customer. I
It runs a regular banking business,
and because of its great amount
of business with other banks it is
often called a banker's bank.
Founded in 1695. the bank stands
in Threadneedle. St., of London.
It has the exclusive management
of the public debt, issues legal- '
tender notes and serves as cus- •
todian of re, enues.
1
 Words of the Wise
True friendship Is like
sound health, the value of it
Is seldom known =tit it is
lost.
BRO. J. W. PORTER, left,
hien into Memphis last week
with his entire Gospel Spirit-
ual Hour Program and his
WHEY radio station delegation
of ministers for a program at
the Greater Mt. Pleasant Rap
list church of 47 W. DeSoto.
Pictured are Porter. Res t. C.
Brown, Res, W. L Magis,
C. Colton)
Mrs. G. Brown, Res. L. H.
Aldr:dge, pastor of the church;
Mrs. Lill. Coati and Porter's
mother, Mrs. Lottie Buford.
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For Easy, Economical Xmas Shopping,
VISIT YOUR QUALITY STAMP
REDEMPTION CENTERS
NOW—At 3 C onvenient Locations!
1. 1323 UNION AVENUE
2. In The SOUTHGATE SHOPPING CENTER
3. In The NORTHGATE SHOPPING CENTER
Make A Visit To The One Nearest You Today!
AlC1111111141041401i4sH14NFK4 N414121144 *4' WWISIIIIII1411141111211WK I WHIP( 11114,4141141011441V4PC WIsHIPIPIPl WPM 21K+111P1111MIC(P4414111.01111tIPIIsttl 441+111141 1114.
Yes Madame,
The dinner of the year should
be a memorable one. As we
think of all the new ideas of
garnish and the dainty Jack
Sprat relishes that add savor
dressing that has been handed
to eating and makes everything
taste better, why not add an old
fashioned back home touch to
your holiday menu by serving
an old fashioned savory down
from mother to daughter for
many generations. Try serving
other tasty desserts — old fash-





6 ('. toasted bread cubes
(made with Jack Sprat flour)
4 C. corn bread (made with
Jack Sprat meal)
'2 C. Minced parsley
2 tsp. salt
3 tsp. sage
'1 C. Chopped onion
C. chopped celery




Cook giblets tender. Saute on-
ions and celery in butter until
tender, combine with bread
cubes, Jack Sprat corn bread,
parsley, bell pepper and sea-
sonings. Add eggs, chopped gib-
lets and broth; chill to blend





'2 tsp. grated orange peel
2 C enrichca Jack Sprat
flour
tsp, baking powder
4 C . sugar
i egg
1-4 tsp. salt
2 to 3 (lbs. milk
Thoroughly cream shortening
and sugar. Add eggs and beat
well. Add vanilla and grated
orange peel. Add sifted dry in-
gredients with milk; mix tho-
roughly. Roll 1-8 inch thick on
lightly floured surface. Cat with
flowered cookie cutter, sprinkle
with sugar. Bake in moderate
oven (375 degrees) 12 minutes.




OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS each and every Saturday morning at
11:30 when the Big Star Food Stores Talent Show comes across
the powerful airlanes of 50,000 Watt WDIA. This show has pav-
ed the way for many a youthful talent to display his aptitude
in the show business field. It offers the youth of Memphis and
the Mid•South a chance to let the folks hear what they can do
and the Big Star Food Stores are as proud as punch to he able
to do this. Appearing on a recent Rig Star Talent Show were
Robert Honeysucker, Vera Edwards, Clarla Thomas. Ilenry
Burroughs, Mertis Cobb, Josephine McCellon, Ida Pate, Percy










































Sensational Eureka Vacuum Cleaner
With AM Attachments.








Ten Percent Commission On All Subscriptions
Sold In Addition To Qualifying Subscriptions.
PLUS. $100
SAVINGS ACCOUNT TO CLUB SPONSORING
GRAND PRIZE WINNER!
Vacotien for two for 00000 days end six night'
at If,. 'usurious Sir John Hotel in Miami.
Florida, with room and meals. Transportation
NOT included.
Beautiful three•pisc• Oikoth luggeg• set, just
like the set used by Miss America. Front
Gayose Luggage Company, 29 S. Second.
Admiral Stereephonir Hi-Fl set with match•
lag speaker From TrI•State Vacuum C 
Co, 1513 Madison.
$100 worth long playing records.
Lovely Philco table model radio. PION, Rhodes.
Jennings Furniture Co., 66 N. Mein.
leautifu/ pair of slates with matching hand-
bag and boa of hosiery, From Kaufrnari's Shoo
Store, 2250 Lem•r.
0
 Dinner for two once-a month for a year at
Tony's Inn, 1404 Lyceum Road.
NOW IS THE TIME TO ENTER!
Female Members Of Social, Religious, And Civic Clubs In Ten 
QUALIFICATIONS FOR ENTERING CONTEST: The  is
open to any female member of e social, religious, civic or
charity club or to any "Sweeth•arr of any mal• club in
 , Mississippi or Ark . Every contestant MUST
be sponsored by a club. To qualify as an official con 00000 nt,
every applicant must complete an application form and mail
or bring in to the office of the Tri-State Defender will.
two 1.21 one-year subscriptions to the Tr -State Defender
sold at $6.00 for each one-veer subscription or four 14;
on••half year subscriptions sold at $3.50 per one half year
subscription. The remittance must accompany the applic•-
Hone and the subscriptions.
2. HOW WINNER WILL BE DETERMINED: Th• contestant withthe highest number of votes at the end of the contest
will be determined the winner. Contestants will receive 200votes Fer *eery one-year subscription to the Tri-Statis Defender
sold, and 100 votes for every on•-half year subscription soldafter qualifying. For the duration of the contest, a freerate coupon will appear in every issu• •f the paper goodfor ten votes. When a Co sit qualifies, she will NukeSOO FREE votes automatically.




S. NOTIFICATION OF WINNERS: Winners will be notified by
March 7, 1960.
, Mississippi And Arkansas Eligible To Enter.
3. WEEKLY REPORTS: Contestants will be required to make
week'u reports to the Contest Director by 1 p. m. Saturday
of EVERY ...telt. This newspaper will publish every week
the names of the three leading contestants but will net
publish the number of votes each has gained.
4. CONTEST DATES: The contest opened November 30,
1959 and will closes at 6 p. m. February 29, 1960. The
Tri-State Defend:, office will be open until 6 P. Pi.
en February 29 to receive reports. The door will be closed
promptly at 6 p. m. and no contestants will be permitted
to enter to make reports after that time, Reports mailed
to the office must be postmarked by 6 p. in. February 29,
1960 in order to be acceptable.
6. EMPLOYERS OY THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER and ineinbeni
of their immediate families aro not eligible to 00000 the
contest.Employees in offices rented from the Tri-State Dc•
fender are net eligible to enter the contest.
one-year subscriptions to Tri-State Defender at 26.00 each or four half-year subscriptions
200 FREE VOTES FOR QUALIFYING!
DO NOT DELAY!r Ell NIP IIIII MI MI IN UM IMO IN 11111 11111 1
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SSE'S JUST AN INFANI 'N' SSE SAS NO-MEIN—
SO SNE catel 111% VI OFF ..ANi SgE CAN'T
(_SWALLOLU ...
By LOUIS CASSELS
- WASHINGTON — (UPI) — In
the roughly five minutes it takes
you to read this dispatch, the pop-
ulation of the world will show a
net gain of 470.
It has increased by 135,000 since
you read yesterday's newspaper.
By this time next year, there
will be roughly 50,000,000 more
people on earth than there are
right now.
This is what is want by "pop-
ulation explosion," a phrase that
has jumped into news prominence
aa part of the current religious
and political controversy over the
need for global birth control meas-
ures.
The fact that the world's popu-
lation is "exploding" is not in dis-
pute. But the questions of how
serious the problem is and what.
if anything, governments ought to
do about it are.
The principal reason for the dra-
matic population acceleration is
that modern health measures
have cut death rates sharply,
while birth rates have remained
at high levels,
ulation growth never exceeded 1
percent a year. Today, the world-
wide growth rate is about 1.7 per-
cent and more than 3 percent in I 
some parts of Asia and Africa.
At this rate, the earth's popula-
tion will jump from the present
Z,900.000,000 to, more than 6.000.
000,00) by the end of the century VIENNA — (CPI) — One of the the following reply: who will respect your Christmas
view, but other authorities main-
tain that the runaway human fer-
tility, unless checked, will make
mass starvation a real possibility
in underdeveloped countries in the
not-too-distant future. They ques-
tion whether food production can
keep up with population increases.
The nation wnose government
has done the most to cope with
the population explosion is Japan.
It has a drastic national program
of birth control, including legaliz-
ed abortions and free sterilization
clines. As a result, its birth rate
has been cut in half since 1947.
India has been setting up clin-
ics to dispense birth control in-
formation and devices. Similar
programs are under consideration
in other underdeveloped countries.
The controversy in this country
turns on the question of whether
the United States should encour-
age such programs, by providing
foreign aid funds to help carry
them out. or by sponsoring re-
search on new, cheap and relia-
ble methods of birth control that
DANGERS EXAGGERATED world's busiest and most unusual "We received your letter, which
The Catholic bishops of the post offices opened its doors for we passed on to the Christ Child,
United States, in reasserting last business Dec. G ready for another
week the Catholic stand against avalanche of Christmas mail.
artificial birth control, said t h e The Special post office of Christ-
dangers of the population explo- kinole, linterhimmel, ("Christ
sion had been exaggerated. They Child, Lower Heaven") celebrates
expressed confidence that "t h e its lath anniversary this year.
thus far hidden reservoirs of sci- The Christ Child is the German-ence and of the earth" can he speaking equivalent of Santa Claustapped to provide adequately for or Father Christmas. The tinya growing population.
is
, . Austrian village of ChristkindleSome scientists support th   got its name at the beginning of
the lEtli century, when a man who
worshipped a figurine of the Christ
Child was cured of a serious ill-
ness there.
JACKSON, Miss. — A housewife
who has agreed to serve on a Mis-
Christkindle is gaining in popu-
larit • all over the world Letters
sissippi advisory committee to the 
to the Christ Child streami in ev-
Federal Civil Rights Commissioncry Yuletide season to receive its
became the second person to defy 
special postmark.
the Citizens Council here. More than a million arrived last
Mrs. Wallis I. Schutt, Presi, year, and during this anniversary
dent of the United Church Women year, the Austrian General Post
of Mississippi, said she must serve Office has braced itself for an
on the committee, "for I sincere- even greater number.
ly believe in its purpose as it has if the sender encloses an inter-
been presented to me." national postal return c 0 u po n,
The Civil Rights Commission Christmas greeting cards will be
Asked nine Mississippians — seven stamped with the famous "Christ-
whites and two Negroes to kindle, Unterhimmel" stamp.
serve on the committee. A Gulf- Children who have sent letters
port Methodist minister, the Rev, to the Christ Child or to Santa
jdurray Cox, was the first to ac- Claus and who include the inter-
cept the invitation. national postal coupon will receive
Defies Racists
are adaptable to mass use in un-
derdeveloped couatries.
STUDY PROBLEM
Two recent foreign aid studies
have hinted that this would be a
good idea. One was the so-called
Draper Committee Report, sub-
mitted to President Eisenhower in
September. The other was a re-
port to the Senate Foreign Rela-
tions Committee in October by the
Stanfcrd Research Center,
The U. S. Catholic bishops clear-
ly had these reports in mind when
they charged last week t hat a
"propaganda campaign" was
afoot to obtain U. S. foreign aid
funds to •'promote artificial birth
prevention programs."
They said American Catholics
"will not support" any such use
of public funds.
Protestant Episcopal bishop
James A. Pike of San Francisco
asserted that the Catholic bishops'
stand would "condemn rapidly in-
creasing millions in less fortunate
parts of the world to starvation,
bondage, misery and despair."
HOLLY SPRINGS, Miss. — A
piano and voice recital was pre-
sented in the auditorium of Mis-
sissippi Industrial college by Ben
Raley and Mrs. L. L. Dailey. Pro-
ceeds of the recital were donated
to the Marcn of Dimes Campaign.
Mrs, Dailey is choral director 
IIat , senwald High school here.
She has studied voice with out-
standing teachers in St. Louis, and
is presently a candidate for a de-
gree in voice at Adams State col-
lege in Alamosa, Colo. She sang
selections from a classic Italian
repertoire and special Christmas
numbers.
Bailey, chairman of the Music
Department of Mississippi Indus-
trial college, played selections
from Bach, Chopin and Debussy.
A &T Wins Grant
GREENSBORO, N. C. — A&T
college has been awarded a grant
of S58,300 by the National Science
Foundation for the operation of a
Summer Institute for Teachers of
Science in high schools.
ers For Christ Child
ailed To P. O. In Heaven
WONDER MIMI I CAN
We out colt A GIFT
-
APPARENTLY AWAITING
Santa Claus' arrival, twins




Dear Mine. Charge: I am a hard
Norking Jamaican girl. Would like
to correspond with American gen-
tleman who is unattached and all
alone as I am. I am fair com-
plexioned, 5 feet, 4 inches tall, 12!
lbs., dark brown hair and eyes.
Photograph appreciated. Miss S.
Cooper, 7 Percival Avenue, King-
ston, Jamaica, BWI.
• • a
Dear Mine. Chante: I am look-
ing for a Christian lady compan-
ion between 27 and 40 years old.
I am 45, 5 feet, 4 inches tall,
easy to get along with—no bad
habits. D. Hunter, Veterans Ad-
ministration hospital, Ward 9-B,
Dublin, Ga.
• • •
Dear Mme, Chante I am 28 and
the mother of three children. In-
terested in hearing from pen pals
between 30 and 60. All letters will
be answered. Mrs. Louise Harring-
ton, 913 4th St., N.E., Washington
2, D. C.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante, I am a man
37 years old, 5 feet, 7 inches tall,
medium brown skin, 165 lbs.,
brown eyes. I am employed.
Would like to meet a lady who is
kind, understanding, lova'a and
affectionate. She must be willing
to live in Chicago. 1 would appre-
ciate all who answer to please in-
clude a self photograph. I will
give more details to those who are
interested. Would like the lady to
be between 18 and 30 years of age,
weighing from 130 to 200 lbs.
James H. Waller, 312 E. 55th Pl.,
Apt. 23, Chicago 37, Ill.
Dear Mme. Chante: Would you
please print my name in your
lovelorn column. I am 23, 6 feet
tall, 185 lbs., with black hair,
brown eyes. Would enjoy corre-
sponding with pen pals. My favor-
ite hobbies are all sports, dancing
and niodern jazz. I promise to an-
swer all letters and exchange pho-
tos. William V. Woods, 251/2 N.
3rd St., Terre Haute, Ind.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am inter-
ested in marriage. I am 40
years old, brown eyes, 150 lbs.,
leoK MoM,..tou 'te 1.AIN'I is WE SAME ORBIT
tc YOU'RE GONNA %CEEB lEt.LAN' Me VOW'
c AN' *INtwa
5 feet. 8 inches tall, member of
the Methodist church. Would like
to meet a lady between 30 and
40; reasonably intelligent. B e n
Laayden, 11315 Kensman Road,
Cleveland, Ohio.
• • •
Dear Mme, Chante: I am writ-
ing you hoping to meet a relia-
ble man between the ages of 45
and 50, light or brown skin. I'd
like to meet a railroad man be-
cause I like to travel. I am 43,
light brownskin, 170 lbs., 5 feet,
5 inches tall. Will answer all let-
ters. Hoping to hear from some-
one soon as I am very lonely.
Miss Alma Payne, 156 W. 9th St.,
Indianapolis, Ind.
• • *
Dear Mine. Chante: I would like
to correspond with a gentleman
who is honest, upright and sin-
cere. I have been very disappoint-
ed in life but haven't given up
hope because I do believe there
is someone for me. I would like
a gentleman between 45 and 50.
5 feet, 6 inchs tall. Please send
photo — will do likewise. 1 am a
hard working lady, trustworthy
and sincere. Would appreciate a
quick reply. Rosa Murray, 159 Wa. 
verly St., Buffalo 8, N. Y.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: Your col-
umn has impressed me greatly,
therefore, I am writing to meet
some of the nice people who
may read your column. I would
like to correspond with young la-
dies not over 30 who play piano
and organ — gospel style. I will
give intormation pertaining to
myself in any future correspond-
ence. G. Smart, 454 E. 87th Place,
Chicago, Ill.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
working man in my late 20's, 6
feet tall, 172 lbs., brownskin with
pleasant disposition. I would like
to meet young ladies 18 to 36
years of age with nice character
and disposition. They may be
large or small in size. Complex-
ion doesn't matter. Please send
photo. Thomas Bonds, 42 W. 138th
St., Apt. 33, CO Jaques, N • w
York 37, N. Y.
Sigma Conclave To
Convene In Capital
By J. BENJAMIN HORTON
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Business-
men, scientists educators, lawyers
government workers — and, in
fact, the widest range represent-
ing the trained skills, will journey
to Washington, D. C., as delegates
and visiting brothers to Phi Beta
Sigma Fraternity's 45th Anniver-
sary Conclave, beginning Dec. 27
to 30.
The fraternity, an outstanding
national college Greek-letter or-
ganization will have as its con-
clave speaker the Honorable Ar
thur S. Flemming, secretary of the
wishes. Post Office Christkindle, Department of Health, Education
Unterhimmel." and Welfare,
been happy members of a Tal-
ladega college family since
their adoption two months
ago. Mr. Lorenzo Harrison,
history professor, and Mrs.
Harrison, of Chicago, are the
admiring parents.
In his address to a mammoth
public meeting in Rankin Me-
morial chapel, Howard university,
at 4:30 p.m., Sunday. Dec. 27,
Flemming will speak on the fra-
ternity's conclave theme — "Prep-
aration For Economic And Social
Security In An Integrated Socie-
ty."
A meeting of the General Board
has been called to convene on
Saturday, Dec. 10 at 7 p.m., in




COLUMBIA, S. C. — The fifth
annual Teen-Age Conference of the
Mid-Atlantic Region of The Jack
.and Jill of America, Inc., held
here, drew the largest delegation
in history.
The youngsters, delegates from
chapters in Virginia. North and
South Carolina, heard a keynote
address delivered by Dr. Helen
Edmunds, Durham, professor of
History at North Carolina col-
lege.
Conducted on the theme, • "In-
tellectual Development Is S e I [-
Development," the visitors attend-
ed a series of workshops which
had as consultants, Mesdames: F.
P. Adams, M a rgurite Howie,
Ethel Wilson, Minnie Johnson,
Francina Robinson and Thelma
Combo and Edwin Russell and
Edward Taylor, all of Columbia.
The conference, held on the
campus at Benedict college, was
welcomed by: Miss Thomasine
Corbett, Greensboro, retiring pres-
ident; Dr. J. A. Bacoats, presi-
dent of Benedict college and Mrs.
Eva H. Miller, Greensboro, Mid-
Atlantic regional director.
The New York Cocoa Exchange.
last week, was host to Ghana's
ambassador to the U. S., William
Marmon Quao Halm who toured
the Exchange and learned exactly
how his country's greatest export,
Cocoa, is bought and sold on the
American market.
John E. Stonington, president of
the Exchange, welcomed the am-
bassador and was his guide dur-
ing his visit.
\NCO OREM Ai..R%GWT.
IlkUkT'S E TROUSLE WtTk4 NNE
MDOERN NOMES...EIER41‘4046'S
OPERA-1E0114 SWI1CNES ExcEPT
"NE BRATS!SomE oF khu,3
PARet4IS NEED A LmILE of
ISIS UMBRELLA IOW
TEHRAN, Iran. — (UPI) — Iran
thinks President Eisenhower's
scheduled visit is too short. But a
21-gun salute will pay him trib-
ute and a band will play the Star
Spangled Banner before Iranians
get down to the brass tacks of
asking for faster jets and more
modern arms.
The President is expected to ar-
rive here at 8:45 a.m., on Decem-
ber 14 from New Delhi and to re-
main five hours and 45 minutes.
The 45 minutes were squeezed
in because Iranians were disap-
pointed at the shortness of the
President's stay. But whatever the
time limits, he is assured of a
warm and friendly welcome.
"We are very happy to have
the President in this country,"
Prime Minister Manouchehr Egh-
hal told United Press Internation-
al.
RESPECT IRE
"We consider the trip very
good," he said. "We feel sympa-
IRANIAN BEAUTY Farah
Diba will wed the Shah of
Iran one week after President
Eisenhower's visit to Iran.
The 21-year-old beauty is not
expected to participate in any
NEW YORK — (UPI) — The
jaywalker's life gets harder ev-
ery day. Traffic authorities now
have a gadget to shout orders
at him if he ignores traffic
lights,
The device, unveiled at the
busy corner of Fifth Ave., and
42nd at., broadcasts a tapelre-
corded mess.flte geared to the
"walk" and "don't walk" signs.
"lie careful!" the voice barks
when the 'don't walk' sign be-
gins blinking. "The flashing
' don't .valle signal indicates it is
now too late to leave the curb.
II you are In the roadway—
thy toward those countries which
respect the independence of oth-
ers, and Eisenhower has shown
that is his policy."
Shah Reza Pahlevi will welcome
the President at the airport,
where a 21-gun salute has been
ordered despite the fact that this
is not .a state visit.
The President then will be driv-
en five miles to the Shah's "mar-
ble palace" for a two-hour discus-
sion.
Observers here believe the Shah
would discuss with the President
the possibility of full-fledged U. S.
membership in CENTO (Central
Treaty Organization, which inher-
ited the mantle of the Baghdad
Pact) and then would urge up-
grading of the Iranian air force.
Economics will be another sub-
ject. A cut in oil prices has re-
duced Iran's income proportion-
ately, and Iran would like heavier
U. S. purchases.
of the state functions planned
for President Eisenhower. She
Is shown here as she waits to._ 
boardplane for Tehran after..
visiting Paris. (UPI Telepho-
to)
cross quickly to the other side
of the street."
Its message seems a little less
friendly when the light for pe-
destrians turns red. "Don't
walk." it orders. "Remember,
jaywalking is against the taw.
You not only risk getting killed,
but getting a summons as well."
In its 15,944 square mites,
Switzerland has 125 modern win.
ter resorts with more than 36
lifts and cableways, 140 ice rinks,
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SERVING 1,000.000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE ARIA
"For the past several years a campaign
of propaganda has been gaining momEntum
to influence international, national and per-
sonal opinion in favor of birth prevention
programs. The vehicle for this propaganda
is the recently coined terror technique
phrase 'population explosion.'
"The phrase, indeed, alerts all to the at-
tention that must be given to population
pressures, but it also provides a smoke
screen behind which a moral evil may be
foisted on the public and for obscuring the
factors that must be considered in this vital
question."
Thus begins the statement issued by the
Catholic Bishops in the United States on the
highly controversial question of birth con-
trol.
A. This splits the whole country into two
1. camps, both equally adamant in support of
their position. On one side are the adherents
of birth control as an economic imperative
If millions of people in the under-developed
countries are to be saved fr om death by
starvation.
On the other are those, like the Catholic
Bishops, who believe t h a t artificial birth
prevention is an evil too grave to be perpe-
trated by Christian society.
In and between these two camps are the
individual voices of some protestant prelates
and some political figures punctuating the
air with their dissent. The protestanta dis-
agree with the Catholics and the politicians,
by and large, disagree with every one who
advocates birth control as a solvent to this.
"population explosion."
• The population of the world is increasing
at the rate of 50 million a year. The esti-
The American Jewish Congress' report
on laws barring racial and religious discrim-
ination seems to be predicated upon evidence
that tends to warrant the assumption that a
healthier climate of relations is in the mak-
ing.
The report points out that today, for the
first time in U. S. history, a majority of
Americans live in states where discrimina-
tion on racial or religious grounds is pro-
hibited by law. Especially in the field of em-
ployment where discrimination has been
legislated against in 16 states.
AIN There are eight states with laws against
discrimination in public housing, and five
which make bias in education a statutory
offense.
But it would be shutting our eyes to stark
reality to assume that these laws are enfor-
ed simply because they are on the books.
For the most part they represent window-
dressing, hiding an incredible amount of un-
swept dust and dirt.




I write to express my gratitude
and thanks with respect to the
editorial appearing in your issue
of Wednesday, November 25, In
which you express a number of
CCOMplimentary views about theChicago Branch of the NAACP.
The cartoon too, rather eloquently
expresses this same view, and for
this I sin also grateful.
As you know, I am not seeking
re-election as President of the
Branch. but I have undertaken
mates of demograpners put the population
of the earth in 1950 at 2 billion 497 million,
and at 2 billion 790 million in 1957—an in-
crease of 293 million.
At the current rate of increase, the pop-
ulation of the world will double in 41 years.
Sen. John F. Kennedy (D-Mass.) viewed the
emphasis placed on the net increase in world
population as misleading.
The question we should all address our-
selves to, he said, "is whether the available
resources of the world are increasing as fast
as the population. That is the over-all ques-
tion. My belief is that they are, though their
management may not be."
Kennedy was drawn into the conflict by
forces bent on injecting the religious issue
into the Presidential campaign. The state-
ment released by the Catholic Bishops with
which the Senator from Massachusetts




Ily FRANK L ST ANLIV
LOUISVILLE Ky — The oppor- when, but it is definitely coming.
.unity to re-live the life of 5 col- However, we are already pro-
lege student, even for only a cou-
ple of weeks, is most challeng- clueing better newspapers, typogra-
ing Ttchniccally, I am neither at. phically complete by photo-compo.. 
. sition. There already are sometending any actual classes of Co
a machines in operation that makes
degree. 
university nor pursuing
use of electronic memory. T he
most conservative estimate showsSome thirty of us who function
someas the directing heads of respect- 171 American newspapers
ive newspapers in as many Amer now produced by the offset pro-
ican and Canadian communities, ("3. ,
are living, studying and exchang- The next 10 years will show
ing experiences. considerable more newspapers go-
We are not the first group 
to
ing to photo-composition. T h e
trade reasons that will promptbe so privileged. The American
these necessary changes are: (1)Press Institute has been the Nun-
itam n of knowledge for many semi. mprovement in quality of print-
sirs. Its very function is so no- ing, (21 decrease in the high costble that / restate it here: ..The of producing newspapers, (3) de-
crease in the time required topurpose of the American Press In
print a newspaper by etinvention-Monte is to contribute to the im-
al methods. This has tremendous
pers by giving opportunity to the
provement of American newspa-
significance because America has
experienced newspaper men and almost 1.000 fewer daily and week.
women of all categories to study IY newspapers than 25 years ago,
and discuss at Columbia univer- Most of them have been forced
sity the techniques of their work to close their doors because of
and the social, economic and po—. high cost of production. Bad man-
litical problems of the day." &gement and lack of a dedicated
spirit of service sounded the deathThe 'cry subjects we are per- knell tor sonic others.suing within the realm of new
Amethods of printing and conduct- free world certainly will nev.
er come unless we have the truly.ing newspapers are but meager
exploration of the staggering 'lee- free press. To he free, our press
Ironic advances of our age. must of necessity he financially
sound and in our own group theJust as man is now flying to the ultimate freedom of the Negro willmoon and jets are conquering 
great distances in minutes, re-
depend upon the extent to which
search indicates that in the not 
his press — the Negro press—be-
too
co
 distant future, even our news- free. Virtually every newspaperpapers will be printed in a matter publisher attending this seminar isof minutes by electronic brains.
Yen, a Dr Univac is foreseen in convinced that he has to prepare
printing. One who will merely 
.00. 
k
it'iow to adopt new methods in his,
at a typewritten or dictated news 
awn operation if he is to keep
item, picture or advertisement
o ce in this fast-moving world.
and produce it on the printed While this conviction may sp-
pear selfish in a financial sense itpage.
This is highly conceivable when has far greater implications. It
you realize that our doctors are means more and better news-
now visualizing the day when you
papers,ore  
serviceable,newspapers of that be teraiuwill at.e
can walk in their office and tell m 
them your symptoms. They will 1Y, more news, and faster produc•
feed this personal information, ed. In short, newspapers that will
shorten the gap between receivingplus their professional knowledge
el presenting news. Deadlines
ing machine. This machine will
of you into an electronic data.cod- "-
will be shorter and new and spot
relay data to a giant -central com- Photos printed within minutes of
puler linked to other cmnputer the events happening.
centers all over the world. In min- So don't he to. surprised if you
utes, perhaps seconds, a combin- live to see the day when newspa-
ed opinion of the world's hest pece the size of the Courier-Jour.
medical minds on how to treat nal will he printed in one hour
your case will flash to your doe- and the Defender in some 20 min-
tor's office, ides or less, Fantastic! Indeed!
When will such a system he But the day is fast approaching
ready? Just as in the printing in- and I hope to be on hand to wit-
dostry, no one ran yet estimate ness it.
Bishop W. J. Walls of the First
Episcopal District of the AME
Zion church, is our guest column-
ist this week. Latest statistics es-
timate slightly less than 17,000,000
Methodists in the United States.
Of this number about 2,000,000
are colored, with only a small seg-
ment of these belonging to inte-
grated congeegations. The major-
ity of Negro Methodists, number-
ing slightly over a million, adhere
to the African Methodist Episcopal
denomination. About 800,000 are
members of the African Methodist
Episcopal Zion churches, and
most others belong to the Colored
Methodist Episcopal groups.
One of the founding fathers of
the AME before Emancipation
was the famous Rev Morris
The Meaning Of Faith:
OUS edifices and church supported
schools.
Bishop Walls here outlines the
basic tenets of his faith:
1. Like all Christian churches,
the AME Zion church believes in
the sovereignty of a personal God,
and that he revealed Himself An
the highest of all mankind, Jesus
Christ.
2. On rnan's salvation, we be-
lieve Jesus pointed the way to
God, and that His suffering and
death paid a price that opened
the way for all sufferers, even
unto death, to be regarded by
the Heavenly Father with the
highest usefulness in this world
and the world to come, everlast-
ing life.
Methodist
with a limited degree of human
sovereignty, which means that
man under God's will can achieve
his own salvation by faith, right-
eous works and fair human rela-
tions.
4. As Methodists, we believe in
personal conversion and the wit-
ness of the human spirit in the
live, and His guidance in deeds and
living. Needless to say that im-
plies that this also can be forfeit-
ed when man yields to human na•
titre and gives up himself to sin
without appealing to Divine help,
and ceases to strive on the up-
ward way. Sometimes this Is call-
ed backsliding. Continuation in
backsliding means finally to be ut-
terly lost in perdition.
for mixing birth control with foreign aid, Brown who headed a flourishing 3. On the question of human des- 5. Finally, we believe in human
ST. LOUIS Mo.—A Negro dele• to the NAACP congregation in Charleston, S. C., tiny, we are Armenians as against equality as against the Americanthereby making a political debate an in-  
low peoples.
If birth prevention is made a primary
condition to U. S. foreign aid, the inference
can scarcely be avoided that America is us-
ing this method to pare down the already
numerically superior population of the non-
white world. This is already a hot political
issue in more ways than one. And neither
the Democrats nor the Republicans can af-
ford to ignore its terrifying implications.
have laws against discrimination in housing
and in employment. Yet, even Jackie Robin-
son, with all his baseball prestige and money,
could not live where he wanted to in New
York. This and other shocking instances of
racial bias were brought out at the hearings
held in the East by the Federal Civil Rights
Commission.
Negroes are still battling in the courts
of New Jersey for unsegregated housing.
This pattern of discrimination in both hous-
ing and employment is duplicated in the re-
maining fourteen states wh er e there are
Jaws against racial bias. This is the ugly and
provoking situation that the Negro citizen
faces everywhere in the United States.
The picture may have altered, and no
doubt it has changed appreciably for t h e
Jewish people. That may be the reason why
the Jewish Congress made no attempt to ap-
praise the effectiveness of the anti-discrim-
ination laws and their enforcement.
As for us, we see no cause for rejoicing
over laws that are a dead letter on the stat-
ute books.
to obtain the agreement of sub-
stantially the same group of men
and women now serving to seek
election and continue on to serve
the Chicago Branch. If it is the
wish of the membership at our
December 11, election, this team
which has over the pant two years
directed the Branch's program in
the manner and toward the goals
described in your editorial, then
they will continue to serve. It
would be well that the momentum
we have gained he continued in
their capable hands.
gate to the General Conference of- In 1932, Wyatt organized the Wy- more than 150 years ago. Calvinist, believing in the whoso• concept of differentiation on theescapable occurrence. The Methodist Church to be held alt Taxi Co., after leaving ern- In 1822 James Varick became ever doctrine. That is, that all color and culture basis. As a mat.
However, what is likely to have graver in Denver. Colo., in April and ployment at the Pullman shops. the first bishop of the AME Zion men by their faith and obedience ter of fact, we do not believe in
May, 1960, , has bequeathed 670.000 Wyatt was president of the New church when the white branches can find way to the favor of God cultural and racial inferiorities.consequences than anything else is the racial to charities including a Methodist Age Federal Savings and Loan As. refused to ordain Negro bishops, and to total redemption over their All races and all cultures have aaspect of this problem. For the under-devel- college. sociation and a member of the Negro Methodist church property sinful nature and over the forces potential contribution to make In
oped areas where the "explosion" is taking He is Bige Wyatt, local Civic and Advance Committee of The Meth- is estimated today at well over of evil in this world. Our destiny the world. and God's work is riot
religious leader, who died unex- odist church. $30,000,000, including both relict- is sealed in Divine Sovereignity complete without each and all,place are inhabited by black or brown or yel- pectedly of a heart attack Nov. 16.
A native of Arkansas who had
little formal training, Wyatt left
$20,000 to Philander Smith college,
Little Rock, of which he was a
trustee. He also bequeathed $20,-
000 to the Union Memorial Metho-
dist church.
A few days before his death at
the age of 64, Wyatt had led in
a campaign for the relocation of
the lirrer Memorial church, of
which he was an officer and mem- WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The 
ber. He had pledged $10,000 in mortality rate among food firms
the relocation and rebuilding cam- has been high in the past seven LAGOS. Nigeria —Do some Afri- they would become slaves of croons may have a very sobering
paign for the church, which is a Years, according to the Agricul- cans South of the Sahara prefer "black African's." The story is al' effect upon Nigerian politicians.
gift in addition to his bequest of ture Department, white rule to black rule? This leged that some Britishers put the They are on the spot as are AM-
t20,roller .
bequests included $10,000 panies in the U. S. was gobbled up the recent plebiscite in the North want to be ruled by blacks?"
One out of every four food com• question has arisen as a result of question to the Africans, "do You can leaders in other countries.
The The black masses want a better
to the Metropolitan YMCA; $10,- by bigger competitors with the Cameroons which was conducted North Cameroonians, of course, deal and they have been led to be.
°Do to the Pine Street YMCA; highest acquisition rate being by the United Nations.
$5,00o to the St. Louis Metropoli- among grocery stores and dairy 
are black people also. lieve, and I think rightly, that it
tan Church Federation and 0,000-firms. 
The people of the North Came- The results of the plebiscite is necessary to end white domi-
roons, now under United Nations were interpreted quite differently nation. Nevertheless, the Africans
trusteeship, Were asked to decide by the Action Group and other coming to power must deliver the
their immediate future in the pleb- parties working in the area. They goods. If they rely for their se-
iscite. They were given two al- argued that the results offered runty solely on the color of their
ternatives, merger with Northern positive proof that no one would skins, the black masses will re.
Nigeria after independence in 1600 freely choose to live under the ty- volt and fight until they get lead-
or a postponment of the decision rannical and feudal government of ers who will fulfill the promise
on their future until a later date. the Northern Nigerian emirs and of the new awakening. You can't
Those who wanted tc merge Moslem overlords. The question of 
fool the people forever, the prob-
with Northern Nigeria cast their color had nothing to do with it, 
lem of color notwithstanding.
vote in orange colored boxes and from their point of view.
those who wanted to postpone the The introduction of the color Is.
and remain for the time sue may seem surprising but I Denounces Fearbeing, a UN trusteeship adminis- have learned that the unexpected
tered by the British cast their is the role in this country. The
of the North Cameroons voted average African wants a better life
votes in white boxes. The people truth seems to be, however, that of I f
overwhelmingly for postponement for himself and his children first
I take this occasion to express
to you and ask that you extend
to your Editorial Staff my sincere
thanks for the very fair, unbiased,
and yet highly sympathetic cov-
erage and assistance you anr they
have given me during the two
years of my service as President
of the Chicago Branch
The assistance rendered by your
newspaper has been of immeasur-
Able value in furthering accom-
plishment of the position and of 
the goals we have obtained. "'She isn't muck
Most sincerely,Theodore A. Jones her figure."
A total of $7,000 was bequeathed
to several relatives and friends
and the residue of his estate was
left to his widow, Mrs. Ethel Wil-
kerson Wyatt.
n egration
and against merger with Northern of all. If he has reason to believe
Nigeria. that he will live better under one GARY, Ind. — "Our Protestant
The election results were a government than another, he may faith holds that nothing stands be-
startling upset. The Northern very well ignore an appeal to ra- tween man and God and hence it
Congress which controls cialism. follows that nothing should stanfl
the Northern Regional Govern- The African rulers of Northern in the way of man and man," the
ment had campaigned for rrr Rev John C. Bain, pastor of theerg- Nigeria have a reputation for ty-
er and the powerful NPC was be- ranny and apparently the North Bowen Memorial Methodist
lieved to have the election in the Cameroonians were not convinced church. Los Angeles, said in the
bag. The Action Group along with that they would prosper under keynote address to the conference
on the Inclusive Church at Cityseveral other political parties in their rule. Thus they voted to re-
Methodist church.Nigeria, however, campaigned main as they are under the Brit-
against the NPC and urged the ish administered trusteeship for A white minister, the Bet% tr.
Cameroonians to turn down the the time being and decide their Dean E. Richardson superintend.
merger deal. future at a later date. This prob. ent of the Buffalo District. told
The le ,ders of the Northern Pen- ably does not mean that they like the conference that many people
plc's Congress were so shocked at the British but it certainly means areafroat bidoef. integration, but they
the results that they have peti- that they do not like the African need 
n 
tioned the United Nations to con. rule of Northern Nigeria any bet- A report from the discussion
duct an inquiry into the conduct of ter. group on "Program Planning for
the plebiscite. Further, several The African nationallsts w h o the Inner City Church" recom-
NPC leaders have openly blasted want "Africa for Africans" under- mended that a "common dedica-
the British officials in the North stand this situation. They know lion is needed to break color,
voters, 
na for misleading t h e that the masses want a better deal caste and cultural barriers -.
and you simply cannot wave a In another report, from the die.
The moat interesting accusation black flag and ignore the facts of cuasion group on "Over-All Plan-
against the British officials was life. The Africans want freedom
. but the bass likes rim; Cameroonians that if they voted
that they had warned the North and they will fight against black
tyranny as well as white tyranny. 
j thator  pario bN1 eemg
ning,'' it was agreed that the ma-
for merger with Northern Nigeria The plebiscite in the North Cam- ships. 
wiciteerreciiiLipis
Explains News Feature
PETER PROUDMAN, head of news for WNTV, explains a news feature
to three Nigerian members of his staff. Proudman formerly worked for




MISS GILL SELBY (second from left), a producer for WNTV, takes notes
as Miss Janet Hyde-Clarke, the network's film chief, edits a movie while
Nigerian members of the staff observe.
A Final Check
ANNOUNCER JOHN EDYANG, (left) executive pro-
ducer Garry Blackledge, and announcer Mrs. Agbajo!-
Williams make last minute preparations before going on
airwaves. WNTV first went on-the-air from lbadan
on Oct. 31.
61,000 Deer Baged In Northern Wis.
MADISON, Wis. — (UPI) — More than 61,000 deer were killed
In northern counties in one of the most successful seasons in state
history the conservation department said Monday.
' The department said 29,000 deer were registered in northwestern
Wisconsin, while 32,000 were registered in the northeast for the period
ending Sunday.
The kill increased 26 per cent in the northwest and eight per
cent in the northeast compared to last season.
North Shore Rejects Fare Hike
The Chicago, north shore and Milwaukee railroad Monday re-
jected a fare increase between Chicago and Milwaukee recommend-
ed by the Illinois Commerce Commission.
The commission, trying to keep the service in operation despite
a $400,000 annual loss, recommended the increase last Wednesday as
a means of retaining "a vital service."
However, Frederick Stout, general counsel for the railroad, call-
ed the commission's recommendation "asinine" because it makes no
provision for increased labor costs.
2-Week Extension Averts Bus Strike
NEW YORK — (UPI) — A two-week contract extension Monday
night averted a threatened strike at mldnight by drivers on seven
privately-owned bus lines serving two million riders daily.
Michael Quill, president of the Transport Workers Union, accept-
ed the extension, but did not commit himself on three other points
proposed by the bus lines. They offered a 7-cent-an-hour wage In. Names Successor To Undersecretary
crease; Retroactivity in a new pact to Dec. 1; And further negotia-
tion on the contract length.
Buses will continue to operate on the lines during the rafeatt.
said Quill. Regular negotiations resumed Tuesday.
American Firm Pays $182,000 For Book
LONDON — (UP)) — An illuminated manuscript by a 13th cen-
tury artist became one of the most expensive books in the world
Tuesday with its sale to an American dealer for $182,000.
The New York city book store of H. P. Kraus made the winning
bid for the magnificent Apocalypse (revelation of St. John the Di-
vine) at a sale of 46 illuminated manuscripts at Sotheby's Auction
Gallery,
Predicts Rough Decade Ahead For Reds
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Undersecretary of State Robert Mur-
phy said Tuesday the next decade may subject the Moscow-Peiping
alliance to strains which will prevent it from marshalling its com-
bined strength against the free world.
Murphy said there already are signs that communist China is
becoming less disposed to accept Soviet guidance in domestic and
foreign policy.
Winthrop Says Nelson Qualified
— (UPI) — Winthrop Rockefeller said Monday his brother Nelson
was "As well qualified as anyone on the horizon" to be President
of the United States.
Winthrop, who operates and lives on a 6,000-acre farm near Mor-
rilton, Ark., was in Chicago to exhibit show cattle of a relatively new
breed called Santa Gertrudis at the International Live Stock Ex-
position.
The middle-born of five Rockfeller brothers, Winthrop also hinted
that he might enter politics himself in Arkansas, although he denied
that he had decided to run for Governor.
118 Die As Rebels Attack Village
DJAKARTA — (UPI) — Fanatic Darul Islam rebels have killed
118 people in Tjibugel village northeast of Banding, military sources
confirmed Monday.
413 houses were burned to the ground last week as the village
was raked with machine-gun fire and mortars by the rebels. Women
and teenage troops were reported among the rebels.
Mexican President Ends 1st Year OK
MEXICO CITY — (UPI) — President Adolfo Lopez Slateos Mon-
day completed the first year of his six-year term as Mexican chief
of state amid growing signs he had hurdled a period of inflation and
put the nation on the road to economic stability.
, Most observers agreed the 49-year-old school teacher-turned-poli-
tician had come through his first year of office in good political shape
and that the Mexican peso had greater stability than at any time
since its devaluation in April, 1954.
Britain, UAR Resume Diplomatic Talks
LONDON — (UPI) — Britain and the United Arab Republic Tues-
day resume diplomatic relations broken off three years ago when
Britain and France invaded Egypt's Suez canal zone.
An official announcement was sent from London and Cairo follow-
ing months of long behind-the-scenes diplomatic moves.
The actual process of restoring diplomatic relations will be car-
ried out by stages. If all goes well Britain and President Garnet
Abdel Nasser's UAR will appoint ambassadors, possibly later next
year.
North Shore Line May Change Hands
A spokesman for the Illinois Commerce Commission is quoted
as saying a new corporation is discussing plans to take over the
north shore railroad at its scrap value of about $6,200,000.
The new corporation reportedly has "gone so far that they are
talking of holding an organizational meeting soon," he said. The
group would probably be composed of cities and other government
units located along the north store line between Chicago and Mil-
waukee, and of commuters and employes of the line, according to
the spokesman.
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — President Eisenhower Tuesday nam-
ed Livingston T. Merchant to replace Robert D. Murphy as under.
secretary of state for political affairs.
Merchant, deputy undersecretary for political affairs, will be
succeeded by Raymond A. Hare, now serving as U. S. Ambassador
to the United Arab Republic.
Says Shorter Work May Be Necessary
WASHLNGTON — (UPI) — A union leader said Tuesday a short-
er work week might be the only alternative to mass unemployment
in future years.
Al Whitehouse, director of the AFL-CIO Industrial Union Depart-
ment, made the statement in a speech prepared for a labor con-
ference on workers' retirement and leisure problems.
Calls For Probe Of U. S. Papers
UNITED NATIONS, N. Y. — (UPI) — A Jordanian delegate
Tuesday called for a congressional investigation of American news-
papers and the "serious and dangerous practice of misinformation
adopted by some of the leading papers in the big cities."
Dr. Muhammad El-Farra, director of U. N. affairs in Jordan's
Foreign Ministry, told the General Assembly's Social, Humanitarian
and Cultural Committee that newspaper dissemination of false in-
formation was more dangerous than rigged television shows.
Deliver World's Fastest Bomber
FORT WORTH, Tex. — (UPI) — The first operational B-58
Hustler, the world's fastest bomber, was delivered to the air force
Tuesday for use by the Strategic Air Command.
The Delta-wing jet aircraft was turned over to the air force
after an acceptance flight by Col. David H. Jones who described
the airplane as "completely excellent."
The plane, the 31st Hustler built, is the first of a fleet 0( 66 super-
sonic bombers on order by the Strategic Air Command.
Ex-Purdue Twirler Draws $116 Fine
SOUTH BEND, Ind. — (UPI) — A former "golden girl" who used
to delight halftime crowds at Purdue University football games has
been fined $116 and given a suspended six-months jail term for shop-
lifting.
Sandra Hutchison, 21, and her mother, Mrs. Shirley Ellen Hutchi-
son, were given the twin suspended sentences after South Bend City
Judge Edward Olczak said both had suffered enough from bad pub-
licity.
Sandra was the featured baton twirler with the Purdue marching
band until she dropped out of school this year.
Say McElroy May Resign Defense Post AEC Group Seeks Radiation Protection
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Reports circulated Tuesday that the
reslIpiation of Defense Secretary Neil H. McElroy is imminent.
McElroy previously had stated he noped to resign by the end of
the year and the only question had been the timing of the announce-
ment.
The 54-year-old cabinet member plans to return to the soap
manufacturing firm of Procter is Gamble, which he headed before
-:•oming to Washington in 1957.
President Eisenhower was expected to name Thomas S. Gates,
jr., present Undersecretary of Defense and former Navy Secretary,
to succeed McElroy in the cabinet.
PfaIiltudy Of Cancer-Causing Drug
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The Atomic Energy Commission has
set up a special safety committee to figure out how to protect space
and space men against radiation from nuclear rockets.
The AEC created Monday an Aerospace Nuclear Safety Board to
look into radiation hazards which might result from atomic-powered
space craft.
The AEC is working on nuelear power sources for space instru-
ments and communications, atom-powered r ickets for exploration of
the solar aystem, nuclear ramjets to ply the earth's atmosphere and
atomic aircraft.
Rocky Urges Nixon To Help End Strike
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Gov. Nelson A Rockefeller challenged
WASHINGTON — (UPI) _ The government is about to take a Vice President Richard M. Nixon Sunday to use the prestige of his
"new look" at the widespread use of a synthetic female sex hormone office to an effort to settle the steel strike.
to fatten cattle and poultry, it was learned. Rockfeller, a possible rival of Nixon for the Republican president-
S$ hormone drug, diethylstilbestrol or more commonly called ial nomination, noted that President Eisenhower before leaving on
p
•tstitstrol." is known to cause cancer of the breast in man when his 11-nation tour called for intensified efforts to settle the strike
tam large doses. Food and Drug Commissioner George P. Lar- 
rick Ord.
Repatriation Showdown Due In Korea
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — U. S. military commanders and dip
flinsioss.in Ypres will be alerted for trouble this weekend.
The showdmvn is due then in South Korea's long fight against
U 5.-endorsed plan for repatriation of Korean residents who
want to live in communist North Korea.
Give U. S. Navy Town To Philippines
OLONGAPO, Philippines. — (UPI) — The U. S. Navy town of
Olongapo was formally given to the Republic of the Philippines Mon-
day. Title to the municipality was received from U. S. Charge
D'Affaires George Abbott by Foreign Minister Felixberto Serrano.
The town consists of 5e,000 acres of land, 600,000 inhabitants, and
public properties worth three million dollars. The city was part 01
the sprawling U. S. Navy base in Subic, 50 miles northwest of Manila.
Stock Tycoon Before Federal Judge
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Alexander L. Guterma, whose stock
manipulations were the most sensational since those of the late Ivar
Kreuger, went on trial in federal court Monday on the first of a
series of charges that have shaken Wall Street,
Guterma, 44, and his side-kick, Robert Everleigh, have fought
for months against a legal reckoning demanded by the U. S. attorney.
They were arrested last February on a charge of failing to file fi-
nancial reports for the F. L. Jacobs Co. as required by the Securities
and Exchange Commission — the charge which District Court Judge
Lloyd McMahon will be hearing.
U. S. Offers Space- Tracking Aid To Reds
PASADENA, Calif. — (UPI) — The United States has invited
Russia to make use of this country's worldwide tracking network
when and if she decides to launch a man into space.
The invitation was extended by Dr. T. Keith Glennan, head of
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, "As an evidence
of our interest in international cooperation."
Stevenson Withholds Presidential Backing
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Adlai E. Stevenson, two-time Democra-
tic candidate for president of the United States, refused Saturday to
back any current aspirants for his party's 1960 nomination but said
he considered it unlikely he would be drafted by the convention.
He said he would decide whether to accept a draft nomination
when and if it was offered to him.
2 Americans Arrive For Nobel Prizes
, STOCKHOLM — (UPI) — Two American scientists arrived Sun.,
to collect their Nobel Prizes later this month. Spanish-born Severo
Ochoa, 54, won half of the $42,610 Nobel Prize for medicine.
Prof. Owen Chamberlain, 39, of Berkeley, Calif., co-winner
of the Nobel Phfsics Prize, arrived shortly after Oehoa.
Sparkman Blames Rights Group For Turmoil
JACKSON, Miss. — (UPI) — Sen. John Sparkman (D-Ala.), ap-
pearing on a filmed Citizens Council program Sunday night, charged
that the Federal Civil Rights Commission has "kept alive the tur-
moil and strife' between whites and Negroes.
Sparkman said the commission is agitating the race issue.
Press For Early Steel Settlement
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — New pressure for an early settlement
of the steel strike was exerted on union and management negotia-
tions Monday by federal mediators and members of Congress.
Federal mediation director Joseph F. Finnegan planned to hold a
joint bargaining session with the two sides although neither was opti-
mistic about chances of an early agreement.
Dems Blast Ike, GOP In Campaign Opening
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Democrats blasted open the 1960 cam-
paign Monday with a stinging attack on President Eisenhower and
a display of seven of their top presidential contenders.
The Democratic advisory council charged the Republican Admin-
istration with a "Second-rate, second-best" defense job that "could
cost us more in freedom and national security than can possibly be
measured in money."
Ex-Marine Seeks World Hiking Record
NEW YORK — (UPI) — A former Marine major set out on foot
for Hartford, Conn., at 5 a. m. Monday in an attempt to take the
unofficial world's hiking record away from the British.
John E. Richters, 38, now an insurance salesman, started the 110
mile hike at Yankee Stadium. He said he was doing it to raise funds
for the Hartford Association for Retarded Children and the Connec-
ticut Welfare Association,
Demand French, Rebel Peace Talks
UNITED NATIONS, N. Y. — (UPI) — The Afro-Asian bloc
stiffened its resistance Saturday to suggested changes in its resolution
demanding quick peace talks between France and the Algerian rebels.
The 82-nation committee met in Saturday session but hopes were
dim that a vote would be reached before Monday. At least 26 coun-
tries awaited their turn to be heard in the committee at morning and
afternoon meetings.
Charge Fidel's Brother Aids Reds
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Guatemala charged Sunday that the
brother of Premier Fidel Castro and another high Cuban official
are aiding groups of Communists and pro-Communists in efforts to
overthrow the Guatemala government.
The charge was made in a note by Dr. Guillermo Saenz de Tejada
II., Guatemalan representative to the council of Organization of
American States.
Blue Cross Plan Faces Extinction
The blue cross hospital insurance plan is in danger of extinction
unless its purposes and methods are better understood by the Ameri-
can public, the president of the Illinois Hospital Association announc-
ed.
"American hospitals owe their greatness to blue cross, but its
very success in making high quality hospital care financially access-
ible to the general public is now endangering the continued existence
of blue cross as an unique community agency," Ray E. Brown s,aid.
Brown said the blue cross plan of full medical payments and the
increasing cost of hospital care has caused the insurance plan's
premiums to go up.
Mitchell To Ask Minimum Farm Wage
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Secretary of Labor James P. Mitchell
.aid Saturday he may ask Congress in January to approve a minimum
/age for farm workers,
He said he Is now awaiting a report from Labor Department ex-
perts, due by Jan. 1, on the feasibility of a federal floor under wages
In agriculture
Ike, Italian Leaders Sign Pledge
ROME — (UPI) — President Eisenhower and the leaders of Italy
have pledged to work together for world disarmament and the prin-
ciples of the United Nations in a display of unity that was the first
concrete result of Eisenhower's tour to "interpret America to other
people."
The 450-word communique signed by Eisenhower, Italian Pres-
ident Giovanni Cronchi, Premier Antonio Segni and Foreign Minister
Giuseppe Pella was issued at the end of two days of "animated" talks
in rain-drenched Rome and concluded the first phase of Eisenhower's
19-day mission to 11 nations.
To Launch Communications Satellite
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The government announced Sunday
that it will launch a gigantic "radio mirror" satellite early next
spring as the forerunner of a space communications system which
will make possible instantaneous world-wide television.
The satellite will be a shiny 100-foot aluminum-coated balloon,
as big as a 10-story building. Radio stations will be able to bounce
signals off it to other stations thousands of miles away.
Ultimately, the National Aeronautics and Space administration
(NASA) expects to put up enough satellites to create a space com-
munications system covering the entire globe. This would make it
possible for any community on earth to tune in live TV Broadcasts
from any other community.
Benson Better After Operation
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Secretary of Agriculture Ezra Taft
litt4teBenson is "progressing normally"; ' .ecovery from an operation
which removed his gall bladder, ani , yorted.
The 60-year-old cabinet member a derv/eat surgery at Walter
Reed Army Medical Center Fniday morning.— ..
Benson, who has been troubled with aeute gall bladder attacks,
is expected to stay in the hospital from 10 to 14 days.
Cohen Freed But Faces Probe
LOS ANGELES — (UPI) — Former Mobster Mickey Cohen, his
teen-aged girl friend and a liquor salesman acquaintance have been
freed, but faced a county grand jury investigation this week in con-
nection with the slaying of a bookmaker.
Cohen was released from police custody along with model Claretta
(Sandy) Hashagen, 18, and George Piscitelle, 28, who had been held
nearly two days on suspicion of murder.
The trio allegedly had sat at a table six feet away from Jack
(the Enforcer) Whalen, 39, when he was shot to death Wednesday
night at Rondelli's restaurant in the suburban San Fernando Valley
community of Sherman Oaks,
Name Bit Player S. African Governor
LONDON — (UPI) — A South African politician who once work-
ed as a Hollywood bit player was named Sunday night as the new
Governor-General of the Union of South Africa.
Charles Robberts Swart, who served as deputy premier and
Justice Minister of the Union, succeeds the late Dr. Ernest Jansen
who died last month.
Hoffa Answers Grand Jury Questions
ST. LOUIS — (UPI) — James R. Hoffa, international president
of the Teamsters Union, appeared Tuesday before a U. S. Grand
jury investigating the union's political activities.
Hoffa was before the jury about 50 minutes. He later told re-
porters he answered every question. He left later in the day for
Chicago.
CAB Refuses To Order Jet Service
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The Civil AerOnautics Board refused
Tuesday to order three major airlines to open non-stop jet 
service
between Detroit and San Francisco and Detroit and Los Angeles.
Detroit had asked the CAB to issue the order promptly. The board
said, however, that the traffic potential between 
Detroit and San




HEDLEY CHAMBERS (right), manager of WNTV,
confers with technical supervisor Don Gale (left) and
executive producer Garry Blackledge (center) prior to
network's airing. Chambers was formerly with the Brit-
ish Forces network in Germany and North Africa, and




























































VISION OF BEAUTY is pre-
sented by Miss LeMoyne and
her courts after beautiful corn-
nation ceremonies on the col- Harris (Miss Sophomore), Miss (first alternate), Miss Ernes- ond alternate). Miss Hollye H.lege campus Friday night. Left Leatha Owens (Miss Senior), tine it. Lee (Miss LeMoyne,) Martin (Miss Junior). and Mi.,to right are Miss Sterline Miss Pearl C. Westbrooks Miss Josephine B. Isabel (sec- Patricia Ann Jones,
Fresh....
CLASS QUEENS — Lovely Ia. Miss Patricia Jones — Miss Hollye Martin — Miss Junior:dies representing classes at Frcs'iman; Miss Sterline liar' Miss Leann Owens — Miss
LeMoyne are, left to right, ris 1- Miss Sophomore; Miss Senior.
MISS LEMOYNE — Here's the
Queen — Miss Ernestine Lee.
WATCHING CORONATION sephine Wavkins and Miss
ceremonies frons. the sidelines Willie U Guy, all ',Moyne
are Woodrow Miller, Miss Jo- sophomores.
* FIRST DANCE — Miss Le- first dance as the coronation
Moyne's escort, Thurmond ball gets underway.
Snyder, leads the Queen in the
COUPLES ENJOY music of at the Coronation Ball. Staff
Hen Branch and his orchestra photos by Hartle.
as they pair off for dances
•-
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., Dec. 12, 1959
Having gotten 'second wind' fol- Fort Yelande High, Paula James,
lowing the full schedule of the re-
cent holiday week end, we here-
by continue our round-up of the
meanderings which ensued.
NIGHT IN PARIS
The brightest spot on the gay
week-end was the unique dance
given by the ISebonair Set at Cur
rise Club Tropicana, where the
essence of Paris, Franc e, the
''Queen" of cities was caught in
brilliant decorations. There for
the delight of guests were the
tamed boulevards and streets, de-
picted on posts . . . the color
of the Left Bank . . the chic
• of the members of the club who
Were resplendent in green satin
wrap-around skirts and white em-
bossed puffed-sleeved blouse s,
their heads adorned with green
satin berets highlighted with rhine-
stone clips . . . all wearing green
satin pumps matching their skirts.
' Famed for its love of wine, the
night's Parisienne minded guests
were able to indulge their tastes
for the bouquet beverage by
visiting the wine bar which dis-
pensed rare vintages. On entering,
an eye-catching mural with the
Eiffel Tower in the background
and a huge gendarme with an out-
stretched arm directing traf-
fic claimed the attention of all.
During the intermission proceed-
ings, the language versatility of
Mrs. Vasco (Maxine) Smith de-
THANKSGIVING WEDDING
—S-Sgt. and Mrs. William J.
Parker, jr., were married
Thanksgivieg evening at
Parkway Gardens Presbyteri-
an church. The bride is the
former Miss Loretta Whit e,
granddaughter of Mr. and
Mrs. William, J. Parker Sr., of
Cincinnati, Ohio. Follow-
ing the wedding, a reception
was held for the families and
close friends of the couple at
the home of the bride's grand-..
parents. Mrs. Parker is a stu-
dent of Tennessee State U;
and Sgt. Parker has been in
the U. S. Air Force and is a
career soldier. He is also a




Mrs. Lillie P. Mathews of 1249 had as week end guest, several
South Parkway, East, is the hap-
piest Imperial Deputy in the Do-
main. She was recently reappoint-
ed Imperial Deputy of the Desert
of Moolah Court for the third con-
secutive yea.. She was a 1 so
the national board of directors of awarded a fifty-
lighted all as she conducted a the Co-Ette Club of Detroit and dollar check for
show of the interesting and unique Hiss Lurelia Freeman, another ad- raising the high-
left bank costumes of guests sing- visor of the Nashville Co-Ette chap-
led out for costume competition... ter. 
est amount of
money of a n y
all in French too, to the conster- Among special courtesies also other deputy of
nation of many non-linquistsl was the attendance of eintire group Oasis. The
Receiving the acclaim of the en- of local and visiting Co-Ettes as Daughters of Isis
thusiastic assemblage were Mr. the guists of 'Dr. W. S. Davis at is an auxiliary to
and Mrs. James smith, Mrs. Eliza- Tennessee State's homecoming tis e Mystic
beth Albert and Dr. A. E.
I game' which so many MemphiansHorne. Would that time and 
. Shrine. At excel-
'space permit us to recount the
, tmany individuals who were so out-
standingly costumed . . . some
with the famed apache turtle
necked sweaters . . . the long
prench cigarette holders . . . the
silk scarves tied coquetishly
around the necks, of the femme fa- Mrs. Ruth Anderson served as co-
ior'' for 12 months.
Isles of the evening . . the hostess. On hand was Mrs. A. L.
The members of Diamond Chap-beards and eye patches ... shades Higgins, outstanding city club
of Montmartre. We join in the rho-!worker who serves as the presi- 
ter No. 123 surprised her with a
shower at its recent installationrus of all who declared that the dent of the well-known club. Do-
Ellen Long, Barbara McAlpin,
president; JoAnne McAlpin, presi-
dent; Ann McKissack; Janet Pet-
way, Betty Jean Treherne, Cleavon
Watkins, Donna Williams, Marilyn
Wilson. Besides the board member
previously mentioned are Mrs. H.
D. West, and Mrs. S. J. Wright.
The sponsoring committee includ-
ed Mrs. Herman Long, Mrs. W.
F. B. James and Mrs. Neal
McAlpin.
Attending from Detroit, Michi-
gan, were Co.Ettes Miss Carlotta
Nelson, president; Miss An
Knorl, Miss Jean Wheeler, Miss
Dodie Stevens and Linda Monjoy.
Also attending was Edward Davis,
husband of the national founder
and sponsor.
Among the scores of parties held
for the lovely ingenuous Co-Ettes
were that of Mr. and Mrs. Neal
McAlpin on Thanksgiving eve., Dr.
and Mrs. W. F. B. James, an or-
ganizational brunch at Deborah's
Drive In, formal installation serv-
ices at the home of Dr. and Mrs.
E. G. High, followed by a formal
banquet, and semi-formal dance
at Janie Elliot Cafeteria at Ten-
nessee State university campus.
Among adult guests and board
members attending were Mrs. C.
S. Johnson, a member of adult
board: Mrs. W. S. Davis, wife of
the president of the university;
Miss Jane Roscoe, a member of
enjoye . ' sior Grand Chap-
ANNIE L. BROWN ter she set a rec-
ord as worthyThe Annie L. Brown Health club
met in the South Parkway home matron of Diamond Chapter No. Pink Champagne was offered as
of Mrs. Jerry Longstreet recently, 123 by adding the most members an appetizer and WRS enjoyed
where a setting of traditional to her chapter. For this she was throughout the evening. The table
Thanksgiving decorations h i g h- awarded a beautiful trophy and was beautifully done in gold and
lighted the lovely home, where
wears the title of ''Miss Excels- silver with a center piece of white
gladiolas. After dinner coffee was
served in lavish after-dinner chi-
na cups.
Mrs. Matthews is a very busy
r dance of this set of smart youngj nations were voted for Goodwill program, she 
receive r and woman. She has been a florist
. matrons was one of the hest ever Homes and the Children's Bu- many 
gifts. Her court also shower- for 17 years and affiliated with
' field in our city. Ireau, Inc. The club's special guest ed 
her with gifts. Otis Bullett con- fraternal organizations for almost
' ducted the installation and Eddie 40 
years. She is worthy matronThe members of the Debonair at the meeting was Mrs. Dorris 
S Pinkston was The master of cere- of Diamend Chapter No. 123, 0.et are Mrs. Thomas Collins, Bodden,
Mrs. Harold Galloway, Mrs. John During the refreshment period, 
monies. Mrs. Irene Neal presented S. S., and Worthy Ceunselor of
• (Gordon, Mrs. Norma Jean Griffin, the attention of members and their gifts which 
included a white bead- McKinley of the rest Courts No.
Mrs. Frank Kilpatrick jr. Mrs ed Bible, 
cutwork, Banquet cloth, 102 of 0. 0. C., .4 K. P. She is
guests focused on the beautiful Au-
x. W. Northcross, Mrs. H. W.Itumn flowers in the living room, 
lingerie and money. Miss Clara a member of the Pride of Mem-
illett presented a gift of silver Phis Tabernacle No. 73, also aRobinson,obinson Mrs. I. A. Watson, jr.,land the dining table which WSS member of the Mt. Olive Cathed-
Mrs. Lawrence Westley, Mrs. A. W, overlaid with a crochet cloth and 
to the Grand Worthy Matron, Mrs.
. cal church, where she served onWillis, jr., Mrs. Thomas Willis, centered with a silver tray 
Rosa B. Whitson and to the Wor
Stewardess Board No. 5 and is aand Mrs. Ethel Wynn. ed with fruit surrounded with 
s_hipful Master of Diamond lodge.
member of the Good SamaritanSO PROUDLY WE HAIL . . . golden leaves. 
GALA DAY
club. She is also a member of 26thWe noted with particular pride THANKSGIVING BIRTHDAY 
Monday was the gala day. She
 Ward Civic club and the 26th Wardthat a group of our very busy and Miss Elsie Thomas, well known City Beautiful. She thanks Godactive citizens has organized into local teacher, was feted with a and the state homecoming game. for all the blessings bestowed uponthe Child Development Maternal surprise birthday party by her News of former Memphians con- her and livesdailyby thislittle
Auxiliary which will help with a mother, Mrs. Lillian Thomas. on cerns Dr. Henry C. Ryan, Dean prayer of faith.
study of child development at the!Thanksgiving day. Besides the us-
• University of Tennessee's college ual gifts and symbolic cake, a 
of Men at Howard U., a LeMoyne God is with me
God cloth my ever hunger feedof Medicine and will provide trans lavish buffet dinner made the oc- graduate and former Mad 
Magic-
He walks besides me, guides, portation for study mothers and casion one long to be remember. lam who with his family will t* my steps
babies for their important 4 and 8 ed by the honoree. Wishing her God keeps me every day. .months examinations of children happy returns of her festive day —
The group will be helping to seek were Erma Clanton and I. Z. Ford,
answers to why children are Theodore Grant, Helen Bradford
• born with cerebral palsy, mental and sister Marie Bradford, Mr. headed for the African continent
retardation, epilepsy and other ab- and Mrs. Taylor Calvin, Helen is William Gordon, who has been
normalties. Mrs. Katie Sexton Funches of Helena, Ark., Dorothea elected Public Affairs Officer in
has been chosen as chairman and DeWalt. Walter Martin. Willie Eastern Nigeria, Africa and ap-
Mrs. Pearl Evans as co-chairman, Lindsey. pointed to the foreign service staff
assisted by Mrs. R. L. Adams, ABOUT THE TOWN . . . , of USIA. Mr. Gordon is a Proles-
Mrs. Susie Bryant, Mrs. James Friends of the family of Sally sor of Journalism and economics
S. Byas, Mrs. A. B. Carter, Mrs. and Caffrey Bartholomew are de- at Morris Brown college at Atlanta
Bessie Edwards, Mrs. Arthur Flow- lighted to know that their daugh- and former city editor of the At-
era. Mrs. Edward Hayes, Mrs. ter Ann and her husband Bernard.lanta Daily World. Mr. Gordon's
F. L. Hayes, Mrs. A. E. Horne, are going to be on hand for a good got his start in journalism while
. Mrs. H. H. Johnson, Mrs. C. H. while. The young couple who editor of the Washingtonian during
Mason, sr., Mrs. Marguerite Mor- were united in a brilliant wed— bis high school days at BTW. He
gan, Mrs. Ann Parker, Mr s. ding ceremony have been resid- , has previously toured Africa while
Charles Pinkston, Mrs. Lucille lug in Washington, D. C. Bernard on an Ogden-Reid foundation Our-
Price, Mrs. S. W. Qualls, sr., Mrs. has entered Tennessee State U. for, nalism fellowship and a U. S. Dc-
A. M. Walker and Mrs. W. H. the Winter quarter which is be. i partment of State specialist grant
Young. ginning this week, and while he recently.
THE CO-ETTES is studying in Nashville, Ann will • • •
Members of the Memphis Co- spend much of her time with her' I WSS delighted to receive a copy
Ettea were on hand for the instal- parents, when not joining him in of Mrs. Gladys Hiram Shepperd's
lation of the Nashville Chapter of Nashville. , outstanding book, "Mary Church
the to-Ettes, Inc., during induc- Two of our handsomest youni Terrell . . . a reputable Person,
lion ceremonies held at Nashville, swains, Christopher Booth. a stu- which was released by the Human
Tenn., by the national founder and dent at Milford AcademY, Mil- Relations Press on Thanksgiving
sponsor, Mrs. Edward Davis of De- ford. Conn., and Art. Gilliam,a Day . . . and I am happy to say
troit, Mich. The Nashville chapter freshman at Yale university at that the book will be reviewed by
was sponsored by the Memphis New Haven, Conn., spent t h e "Yours truly" in a subsequent edi-
chapter, and became the third Thanksgiving week end with Chris' tion. This is a must for all Mem-
chapter of the national organize- uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. Phis. '
lion. The Memphis chapter w a a Christopher M. Roulhac at their
the first chapter established as an home at Philadelphia, Pa. Chris
outgrowth of the 16-year-old De. is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Phil-
troit, Mich. group. lip Booth and Art is the son of
The Memphis delegation induct- Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Gilliam.
ed Miss Lynn Marie Howell, press Accompanying their daughter to
ident; Miss Sylvia Williams, chair- Nashville for the installation of the
man of the junior board of direct- new Co-Ette chapter there were
ors; Miss Jacqueline Broadnax, Mr. and Mrs. William Broadnax a
Miss Paulette Brinkley, Miss Mari- . . . and in the same direction =
lyn Harris, Miss Jana Davis, Miss went W. P. Porter, who was ac- =
Bettye Phillips, an Miss Eleanor compamed by his niece, Jana Da- =
Fay Williams, and sponsor, Miss via for the same reason. Also I=
Ernie Lee Laws, motoring to Nashville with their
While in the Athes of the South, daughter Marilyn was the fam-
Mills Laws was the house guest ily of Mr. and Mrs. Marion liar-
of Dr. and Mrs. Leonard C. Ar. rus.




9:06 to 9:30, RED ROWE SHOW,
Starring Red Rowe, Peggy Taylor,
Bill Cunningham, from. Hollywood,
Cal.
10:00 to 10:30, I LOVE LUCY,
"Lucy's Mother-in-Law."
4:00 to 5:30, EARLY MOVIE
WITH KITTY KELLY, "Desir-
able" with George Brent, Jean
Muir, Veree Teasdale. Daughter
of popular actress falls in love
with ser mother's admirer.
6:30 to 7:30, RAWHIDE, Starr-
ing Eric.- Fleming, Clint Eastwood
and Skip Homeier, in "The Inci-
dent of the Blue Fire." An im-
pending electrical storm brings
about an uneasiness in the droves
of cattle being driven to Sedalia,
threatening a stampede if the ,
storm should break.
7:30 to 8:00, HOTEL DE PA-
REE, Georgetown is terrorized by
six escaped convicts returning to
the scene of their crime, that got
them arrested in the first place.
Earl Holliman stars.
8:00 to 9:00, DESILU PLAY'
starring Trevor Howard, with
Robert Coote and Michael Pate.
A honeymoon ends in disaster
when the newly wed husband is
slain, supposedly by one of five
persons on the train.
9:00•to 9:30, TWILIGHT ZONE,
"And When The Sky Was Opened"
with Rod Taylor. Three officers
who flew an experimental plane
into space. When it crash lands
one if the men is missing.
9:3n to 10:00, PERSON TO PER-
SON, Host Charles Colingwood
will visit with the Duke and Dutch-
ess of Marlborough at Blenheim
Palace in Woodstock, Oxfordshire,
England; and actress Leslie Cacao
and her director-husband Peter
Hall, at their London apartment
10:00 to 1:30, LATE MOVIE,
'Lavender Hill Mob" with Al cc
Guinness and Stanley Holloway.
Two ex-bank employees stage' a
ludicrous million dollar bank rob-
bery and get away with it.
Sat., Dec. 12
1030 to 1100, LONE RANGER, 
,Bank couple plan, execute der-
"Dan Reid's Fight for Life." When ling robbery, lead cops a merry
chase.
3:30 to 6:00, PRO FOOTBALL,
Baltimare Colts vs Los Angeles
Rams, from Los Angeles, Cal.
going to Africa to represent our
State Department. Another famed
LeMoynite and BTW grad who is
Imperial officers that included
Dtr. Ercelle H. Moore, Imperial
Commandress of Buffalo, N. Y.
and Dlr. Louise 0, Bowen, Im-
perial Deputy of the Desert; Dtr,
Noble Coleman, Imperial Deputy
of the Desert; Dtr, Marie Jones
Smith; Dtr. Hattie Fletcher and
Noble Harry Fletcher; Past Po-
tentate, Dtr. Hattie Arnett.
A tasty dinner prepared by
Mrs. Conway of the Casablanca
cafe was served by Mrs, Irene
Neal at the palatial home of Mrs.
Mathews. The menu consisted of
half golden chicken, English peas,
spaghetti, pear salad and hot rolls.
Helps Heal And Clear
Itchy Skin Rash!
Zemo--liquid or ointment—a doe-'
tor's antiseptic, promptly relieves
itching, stops scratching and so
helps heal and clear surface skin
rashes. Buy Extra
Strength Zemo for 
eZ 1110stubborn cases !
CALVACADE OF STABS —
The Elk's Yuletide Calvacade
of Stars floor show and dance
to benefit the Elk's basket
fund will be given at Curries
club Tropicana Dec. 16,
honoring the Queen of the
Blues Bowl Classic, Miss Jan-
ke Fitzgerald of Booker T.
Washington high school. Pic-
tured is the Queen and her
attendants. At the top is Max-
ine Hollingsworth, Hamilton
high; second row, from left,
Bobbie Hayes, Manassas high
and Walren Lecher from Hen-
derson Business college; bot-
tom, from left, Glide Lee,
Junior princess of bowl; Janice
Fitzgerald, the Queen; and





a gang of Mexican bandits abduct
young Dan Reid. the Isme Rang-
er and Tonto have to fight to
save him.
11:00 to 11:39, SKY KING, Star- 6:30 to 7:30, PERRY MASON.
ring Kirby Grant and Gloria Win- Perry Mason is hired to defend
ters. "Mickey for Sky". When Sky a woman accused of slaying a
King and Penny' meet a 10 year nephew who neglected his financ
old distant relative at the airport, ial obligations toward her, in "The
they learn that the youngster Case of the Artful Dodger." Ray
has let his imagination run away mond Burr and Barbara Hale star
In a wild story about ''killers." Lurene Tuttle, Patricia Donahue
12:30 to 1:30, HOPALONG CAS-
SIDY, "Law of the Pampas" with
Bill Boyd, Sidney Blackmer, Sid-
ney Toler, Pedro DeCordoba. Ac-
tion adventure western.
2:00 to 3:30, EARLY MOVIE,
"Lavender Hill Mob" with Alec
Guinness and Stanley Holloway.
Jerome Cowan are featured. HISTORY, "President Eisenhower
7:30 to 8:00, WANTED, DEAD ,in Asia"; First Visit to Asia by
OR ALIVE. Bouety Hunter Josh an American President sines
Randall is arrested on a false World War 2; will include visits to
charge and forced to work in • Turkey, Pakistan; Afghanistan
mine owner's chain gang. Steve
McQueen is starred.
8:00 to 8:30, MR. LUCKY. Lucky
and his sidekick try to persuade
Iploma from a phony school for
- U. S. Marshals. Richard Boone
. stars.
. 9:30 to 10:00, EYEWITNESS TO
l outlaws, find a solution of sorts in Dorothy McGuire. John Garfield,
and India where Pres. Eisenhower
will inaugurate the World Agricul-
tural Fair in New Delhi.
10:00 to 10:30, SHOT GUN
a runaway heiress to give up the SLADE. Shotgun Slade fights
beatnik kick and go home, only 
11/
lepidemic of safe crackers w
to find themselves envalved in a ,are making the banking business
kidnapping. John Vivyan stars. ! insecure. Scett Brady stars.
8:30 to 9:00, HAVE GUN. WILL
TRAVEL. Paladin, hired to solve 
AlR0 : 3 1,0 LtAolni120: JOOS E, MILLION"Gente mDa0n%
ia tough cowtown's problems with Agreement" with Gregory Peck,
young indian bearing a "di- Celeste Holm. Challenging exper-
iences a crusading feature writer
encounters while posing as a Jew,
for revealing series of anti-semi-




For th• Arst time science has found
a new healing substance with the as-
tonishing ability to shrink hemor-
rhoids and to relieve pain — without
surgery. In ease after case, while
gently relieving pain, actual *reduc-
tion (shrinkage) took place. Most
amazing of all —results were so thor-
ough that au ff made astonishing
statements like "Piles hare ceased to
bis • problem!" The secret is • new
healing substance (Blo-Dyne(8)—dis-
covery of a world-famous 
institute.This substance Is now avail-
able in suppository or °int...rat form
called Preparstiels Hal. At all drug





NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO.
see stage university. Mrs. Archer Chicago, Ill., to visit her mother.
being advisor o the Nashville Mrs. J. M. Letcher and her son.
chapter. Jesse, jr., for the holiday • •
The Nashville Co-Ettes are COM- And, to Nashville, also, went Mrs MEMPHIS STREET RAILWAY CO.
Formerly
•















Lucky family and friends whom your Christ/OW
Is gay extension phones in decorator colors.
For year-'round comfort in Dad's den ... step-saving
convenience in Mom's kitchen ... or that much-loved
privacy in Sim' room.
Lucky you when you sulk Santa for a couple for rend: . . .
for your kitchen, bedroom, bath or tRenagee'R MOM.
Extension phonea are miry shopping, too. Jut order now
and have charged to your telephone bill. You can crow war
so many names off your gift list with just one call to our

















































































































posed of Ihe following girls: Viola Josephine Bridges and Miss Marie —•-g-






























FOR THE YOUNG — Miss Helen
Prudent models a dress strictly
for the younger set. She wears a
pink light weight woolen trimmed
with pink satin worn with a double
strand of pearls and white short
gloves. Dress by Helen Duncan.
Photo by George Hardin.
With the holiday season ap-
proaching costumes and outfits will
be the important thing to most
women. In selecting each we will
be selecting jewelry as an import-
ant part of each,
Jewelry is more than an ac-
cessory. When a woman has a
beautiful piece of jewelry which
She loves, she often builds her
Costume around it. Like a favor-
ite dress or color, a beloved brooch
can give a woman the desired
glow of self confidence in her ap-
pearance. A design which offers
perpetual good taste and beauty
is the aim of the artist's creative
process.
Jewelry must have depth and
dimension, simplicity of lines, mo-
tion a basic principle, move-
ment also gives fluidity to a de-
sign, subject matter and balance
of colors.
TAILORED SUITS
A crisp ladylike look is endors-
ed in precisely tailored spring
suits. These suits epitomizing what
Is called "suity suits" in clean




The corporate structure of two
&nig got a face-lifting recently as
major cosmetic manufacturing
M. Bruce Fine, president of Phar-












will be the parent
company of the
new manufacturing complex. Mr.
Fine stated that the My Knight and
Apex brand names will be kept
intact and the intra-company sales
competition would he fostered.
DAUGHTER OF SARAH
WASHINGTON TO HEAD GROUP
As a result of the merger, and
in keeping with efficient business
management, subsidiary compan-
ies have been established. These
are — in addition to Pharmetics
Corporation, and Apex Beauty
Producte — Pharmetics Southern
Sales Corporation, • Pharmetics
General Sales Corporation a n d
Apex-My Knight Professional Sales
Corporation.
The last named firm will act as
distributors to the professional
beauty shop operators, and will
be headed by Mrs. Joan Wash-
ington Hayes. Mrs. Hayes is the
daughter of Sara Spencer Wash-
ington, grand old lady of the in-
dustry, who founded and built
Apex to its commanding position
In the msrket today.
EMPLOYES RETAINED
"We're not moving in with new
people," Mr. Fine said. "As far
as possible the old employes of
Apex will continue in their pres-
ent positions." As the headquar-
ters of the new firm is moved dinner guests recently in the home
from Bellevi 
 
lle, New YerseY• the of Mr. and Mrs. Sam Coe of
company will add employes in re-
locating in Baltimore.
Reason for the move is Phar-
metics' new 30,000-square-f o 0 t
manufacturing plant, where the
most modern manufacturing and
operational procedures will en-
present price levels with steadi-
able the company to maintain
ly increasing quality.
Interviewed in his Baltimore of-
fice the other day, Mr. Fine saw
* bright future for the industry and
for the people of both companies.
"Everybody is happy about t he
move," he said. "Our friends at
Apex and our personnel here at
Pharmetics all believe that we can
go on to great things."
HIGH /N FRONT and low in
back: Miss Elizabeth Prudent
wears a green Peau-de-soie
high front, low back dress
checks and am n ds..ed flannel,
bring in new long jacket and fit-
;led looks.
I Crunchy eponee whitens. softly
bloused silhouettes, and pretty silk
or c p • , . . blours-
as keep femininity uppermost with.
in the confines of orderly tailor-.
IMg. Lace touches, highlighting
white or navy suits, and gray to
match gray worsteds accent col-
lars and cuffs and sometimes
'make companion blouses. Jewel'•
Itrimming, chiffon scarfs and bow-
:trimmed leather belts on cropped
jacket suits are other feminine
itouches.
I Mink trimmings always import-
ant here, come through in color- .
matches with new shades of May-
flower flannel. Important are Des-
ert Gold on champagne. Autumn
Haze on brown, gray on gray. Con-
trast colors are featured in white
on navy suits, cerulean mink on
blue suits and Autumn Haze mink
on mint.
COLOR CALENDAR
WHITE SUITS TAKE CON-
TRASTS: White and off-white in-
textured wools and silks constitute
a recurring theme in moderate
once spring suit lines, often set
into bold three-dimension with
contrast braid piping or print silk
1
jacket touches and blouses.
Navy braid on white is a popu-
lar theme for Chanel-inspired en-
sembles, often further accented by
brass buttoning. White silk with
black piping is also frequent.
Companion prints for white wool
suits are in dark tines, unifying
collar and cuff trimming with a
companion blouse.
BILACE BIG IN
BLACK BIG IN SPRING DRESS-
ES: Black overshadows navy in
many spring dress collections
week appearing in sheer and
opaoue silk cocktail dresses and
opening this week appearing in
sheer and opacue silk cocktail
dresses and in daytime crepes.
The black crepe dress and jacket
costume unreved except for the
flash of white in the lining is an
interesting revival. Tailored styling
looks fresh in black crepe, too. An-
other important appearance for .
black: With white, in checks and
plaids of all dimensions.
Mrs. Viol% Carroll was in De-
catur, Ill recently as a guest of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Anderson. She
was a dinner guest of Lewis Reid
and his sister; and a guest at
luncheon with Mr. and Mrs. John
Nelson.
Mr. and Mrs. George Coe and
family, Mr. and Mrs. Will Wal-
lace. Prof. D. C. Johnson were
Memphis.
Mrs. Ella Mai Iron and son from
Birdie Mai Barbee recently.
The funeral of Mr. and Mrs. Ed
Flagg was held at the Mt. Pleas-
ant Baptist church. They were the,
great grandparents of Mrs. Bet-I
tie S. Mosby.
Words of the Wise
if a man will begin with
certainties, he will end with
doubts; but if he will be
content to begin with doubts,
he will end in certainties.
—(Francis Bacon)
that Is perfect for the holiday
season. Dress is by Helen Dim•
can, photo by George Hardin.
The Arkansas Beauticians held
their meeting in Little Rock, Ark.,
'Nov. 16-18 in the House of Beauty.
The guest artist was Joseph Ma-
niso, a professional hair stylist.
P. L. Miller, from St. Louis, a
beauty jobber, attended the meet-
ing. Mrs. Asa Malone Greer of
Earle also attended the meeting.
Mrs. Greer started out in her
car planning to meet the train in
Wynne, Ark., about 20 miles only
to have the train pass her up at
the Bay Bridge She was so in
terested in making the timeline
that she caught the train and
through a little late, made the
'meeting.
Mrs. Walter Fancy's cousin
from Fort Lauderdale, Fla., visit-
ed Mrs. Ass Greer and Mrs. L. E.
Anderson recently.
Mrs. Mary Sweet White lost her
aunt, Mrs Emma Schaeffers %vho
died in Bent , .
Buck Lake, south of Earle. Funer-
al services were held Nov. 22 at
Ephesian M. B. church in Buck
Lake.
Elder W. R. Peoples has return-
ed for the meeting at Mason's
Temple in Memphis. He preached
at his home church in Earle and




"Does this food need garnishing
or is it in and of itself sufficient-
ly beautiful?" To garnish or
not to garnish, will be a ques-
tion in milady's mind as she plans
and prepares holiday fare.
Actually, many foods are like
the lilies: they need no gilding.
Who would think of garnishing the
perfect golden brown crust of an
apple pie with scallops of thicken-
ed juices around the opening of
the crust. What could add to the
beauty of a red tomato in a green
lettuce cup piled high with snowy
white cottage cheese. Meals plan-
ned with color in mind often ap-
pear attractive without the use
of garnish.
However, just as decorations
in the home set the mood for fes-
tive occasions, the right garnish
can help to create a holiday mood
and change everyday foods into
something special.
ABOUT GARNISHES
With this in mind, let us talk
about garnishes. First, they should
be of edible material whenever
they come in contact with the
edible parts of food, since some
people are offended by the sight
of inedible materials resting on
edible foods. This means the use
of ivy, smilax and other leaves!
and flowers should be limited to
decorative arrangements of fruits
and at the bases of cakes, punch •
bowls and so on.
Garnishes niay he selected to -
give contrast in color, as cran-
berries with chicken, or to give
color as in the use of a sprig
parsley on a salad of head lettuce.
Parsley is, perhaps, the most used ;
and misused garnish. It can be
used in sprigs, or clusters of sprigs
or finely minced on meat, fish,1
poultry and vegetable dishes. But ;
it should he used sparingly, if at
all, with fruits. since its pungent
flavor is nit eomnatible with the
• mild flexor of fruits.
I Secondly, garnishes should be
.compatible in taste and flavor
with the foods with which they
are used. Cranberries are right
with pork and chicken but not with• 
fish. Pineappleham
:or pork, but not with beef.
I Thirdly, garnishes should be used
with some restroint. Unless you
II"e deliberately attempting to
(unreal. A few well-placed ear-
nishes will do more to enhance a
platter of food than a wreath.
KEEP IT SIMPLE
Our good common sense and
fourth rule is to keep tht• gar-
nishing and arrangement of dishj
'es simple in design. This is par-
iticularly true of hot food. Flab'
'orate arrangements require time
l and also the diner inevitably en-
visions the handling of food. It
is a cardinal rule in food prepara-
tion to handle it as little as possi-
bl, .
' Lastly, food should look like what
it is.
And just a note about artificial
coloring of foods. Changing the
color of commonly eaten foods
ROLL-A- RINK RESTAU-
ANT — Mrs. Henrietta Wash-
ington, manager of the Roll'
except as it enhances natural col-!
or. is to be avoided. Reserve your I
coloring for tinting of frostings!
for cakes and the elaborate de-
coration on wedding, birthday or
anniversary cakes.
From our collection of elegant,
but simple holiday garnishes we
would like to suggest a few that
are sure to be conversation pieces
when used with your holiday fare.
For morir yuletide platter —
Tiny bunches of red and green
grapes
Cranberry relish or sauce in
Spiced crabapples. nestled in
watercress
For your yuletide salad —
Tomato slices dipped in finely
chopped parsley or chives
Cooked beets cut in shapes or
strips
Pomegranate seeds
Green and red lieeeers
Dwarf tomatoes stuffed with
cottage cheese
For your it vegetables —
Silvered almonds: sauteed
mushrooms; pearl onions; sil-
vered pimento; sliced torna•
toes; seedless grapes
For your holiday sweets don't
overlook the idea of dipping a
sugar cube in lemon extract plac-
ing it on top of the dessert, then
set aflame.
For more festive ideas send for
our recipe book Party Fun For
Everyone. Send a card to the
Memphis Dairy Council, 135 N.
Pauline, Memphis.
"A Guide To Good Eating" is
a service provided t3 readers of
the Tri State Defender through
the cooperation of the Memphia
Dairy Council. Mrs. Williams is
a teacher of Home F.conomics
at Manassas High school.
A recent survey found thatThe convocation will convene un-:changes their acceptability. For , more than nine out of ten preg-
til Dec. 15, with hundreds of dele- ilthis reason, the use of artificial'nancies in the United States end
gates attending from out of state.lcolor in the preparation of food, • c-essfully.
--•
MOTHER WHO SEWS CAN PROVIDE
A GROWING WARDROBE FOR HER DAUGHTER
by Evelyn Cunningham
Experts on raising children
have many, many theories on
what parents can do to avoid
the pitfalls of the so-called
awkward age in children. There
is often wide disagreement.
Sometimes the experts are not
even in accord as to the spe-
cific years in which the awk-
ward age occurs.
Be that as it may, all par-
ents are aware that there are
certain periods in their chit-
drens' lives when they seem
to be all out of kilter. It hap-
pens, for instance, when
baby girls become little girls,
and then become teenagers,
then adults.
One of the mistakes a mo-
ther can make and which can
be so easily avoided is to
dress her little girl in too
young or too old clothes. A
child about the age of the
young model shown here is
definitely no longer a baby.
Yet some mothers would be
tempted to have her wear a
dress she wore in her "young-
er" years because it hasn't
quite worn out, or the deep
hem can be let down. This
can do great personality dam-
age to a little girl who is just
beginning to be called a young
lady and who is exceedingly
proud of the fact that she is
no longer a baby.
Home sewing can eliminate
this danger. First of all, it is
very economical. Secondly, it
can provide a child with a
wardrobe that grows as she
grows. She need never be self-
conscious or ashamed about
looking different from other
members of her age group.
Both designs pictured here
are equally useful in class
rooms or at parties. The nary
blue and white check jumper,
blouse and jacket (McCall's
Pattern No. 5123) can be worn
without the blouse and jacket
and become quite a dancing
frock, or sun dress. The jump-
er ha a a scoop neck and the
blouse has long sleeves. The
back-buttoned blouse has set-
in sleeves gathered into but-
toned bands. The three-gore
skirt is box-pleated. The col-
larless jacket which may he
lined, has set-in three-quartet
length sleeves. The neck,
front edges and sleeves of the
jacket may be bound with
braid.
The other dress with at-
tached petticoat and jacket
(McCall's Pattern No. 5128)
has a sleeveless, scoop neck
dress and single breasted,
waist length jacket. The back-
buttoned dress has a three-
gore gathered skirt, with a
gathered net petticoat includ-
ed in the waistline seam. The
Th• Chanel look /worn. s all
ages, Here, In on adaptation of
the '59-'60 suit look, is a scoop-
neck•d jumper with boo-pleated
skirt, a bound jacket and long
sleeved blouse with choir boy
collar. Especially right for th•
young, easy to wear with no tink-
le problems, is th• jumper line —
mod• the most oils this McColl's
Pattern 115123. 50s. Ferninin• and
neat — the epic and span touch
of a white blouse, its collar and
cuffs making an appearance,
Girls' sizes 4-12.
lined jacket has set-in sleeves
with detachable collar and
cuffs.
The dress is made here in
red poplin, with the skirt
trimmed with a heavy lace,
bordered on both sides with
black rickrack. The black vel-
veteen jacket is highlighted
with pearl buttons and white
pique collars and cuffs. Many
variations in color and fabric
may be used for this pattern.
Fashion-Sewing Weekly Tip:
Allow for growth when you se-
lect and make up a child's
pattern, but don't make it no
large that it's almost worn
out before it actually fits prop-
erly.
Young girl glamour sewn right
into a scooped, full-skirted dress
and fithid jack•t. Strips go round,
with an encircling band around
the skirt bottom. Helen Lev 4..
sinned this deo and we think It
looks smart all-of.orJnbrIo or
with contrasting jocks!. The
simply lined dress hos 4 back-
buttoned bodice and don. •
woist length single breasted
jacket, possibly collared and
cuffed in contrast. Girls' slurs




Altink restaurant at the Hip-
podrome on Beale serses wait-
ing customers whose appetites
'TEAM TO NASHVILLE
I "What, no game?" "Where is
Cameron?" Those were a couple
of the expressions that were re-
ported by the Warrior Football
team Thanksgiving week end.
The team went in a charted bus
to Nashville, Tenn., to play a
game with Nashville's undefeated
Cameron high.
Rumors were out that the War•
•riors were going to slaughter the
Nashville team hut to their sur-
prise they won by default.
After arriving at the capitol, it
was learned that Cameron was
through with games for the 1950-
60 football season although the
game between them and the Wash-
lington Warriors was scheduled for
Thanksgiving afternoon.
'JANICE WINS
Janice Fitgerald, a 16-year-old
junior in Mrs. Woods' home room
won the title "Miss Blues Bowl,"
on Thanksgiving eve.
She was crowned by Lt. George
W. Lee at the Annual Blues Bowl
Classics at Melrose stadium on
Thanksgiving night.
Miss Fitgerald won the title by
selling the highest amount of
adult tickets to the game.
There were four other damsels
running for the title. The Wash-
ington student body and faculty
"Miss Blues Bowl."
GRIDIRON GREATS
Last Friday night at the Good-
will Revue two of Washington's
football boys were presented with
a wrist watch with their names
engraved on it.
Radio station WDIA presented
the watches to the best lineman
and best back on the team.
Receiving the awards were;
George Brown, back; and David
Thornton, lineman. Students at the
school selected the winners b y
boles.
FRESHMEN ORGANIZE
The freshman class had its first
election last week. This is the first
time in the history of the school
that the freshmen have organized.
The officers are president. Ed-
die Hughes; vice president, Helen
Prudent; recording secretary, Jo-
sephine Moore; corresponsing sec-
retary, Betty Archibald; treasur-
er, Leo Somerset; business manag-
er, Ernest Marshall; reporter, Au-
brey Howard; chaplain, Will Gor-
don; Paralimentarian, Robbie
Beal.
Serving as advisors are Mrs.
Ford; Sergeant-at-Arms, Stanley
Martha Galoway and Joseph
Carr,
WHO'S ON WHOSE MIND
Astra Roache would like to be
W. H's Doretha; Would Alverine
Duncan like to sing "I'll Take
Care of You" to D. P., P. K., or




President Asa T. Spaulding of
the North Carolina Mutual Life In-
surance company, has been noti-
fied by Arch N. Booth, executive
vice president of the United States
approved for membership in the
North Carolina Mutual has been
Chamber of Commerce, that the
National Chamber, which has its
headquarters in Washington, D. C.
Booth wrote in part as follows:
"A framed attraetive certificate is
being sent to you. We hope you
will display it on your wall with
the Same pride which we feel in
having you in our membership. We
believe :t will further identify you
as a progressive, forward-thinking
businessman.
"You are now a part of a dyn-
, amic, vigorous husinessman'a
federation working effectively !o
promote a national climate based
on policies which are in the best
interest of all the people. '
have been whipped up recrea• Washington serves the Ws&
lion on the Hippodrome's floor, hot dogs in town. Photos BiBy
The report is out that Mrs. Dunt•an, who shot this picture,
sas s he can s erily that claim
completes my wants for love;"
Doris Harris says she is tired of
hinting she's lonely; Ernestine H.
says she has S. 0. iftlanassaa)
on a string.
CURRENT COUPLES
Helen McIntoch and Booker T.
Miller, Margaret Lewis and Clear-
ance Randle. Joan Hampton and
Powell Thompson, Patsy Williford
and Cleveland Stewart; Authie
Milligan and George Kelly; Betty
Hibler and Marvin Harris; Shir-
ley Pierce and Booker T. Dicker-
son; Mary Ann Corpal and Book-
er T. Jones; Janet Turner and
Charles Dickerson; Dorothy Brad-
field and Marvin Walker; Hex'.
erly Kirklon and Guess who, Doro-
thia Davis and Bilberry, Bernice,
Ford and Hershel Orr,
PEOPLE ARE TALKING ABOUT
Phyllis Smith walking into a
post blackin' her eye. Rudolph Wit'
hams' Yul Bryner hair cut.
I wish that the city officials while
planning to rennovate the down-
town area would have walking
lanes constructed. Two lanes for
people who like to walk slowly
down the street and two lanes for
people who walk at a quick pace
and have somewhere to go. I
move that this be done! Do I hear
a second',
I would like to thank Miss Hor-
tense Spillers for the humor.
The Walker Homes Civics cl
announces its annual Christ m
Lighting contest. Mrs. James
Talley is the chairman of hi
lighting committee. Mrs. Glad,
Smith and William Henry, her c
workers are soliciting the coo
eration of all the residents of t
Walker Homes area.
THEME: "Let's Make 0
Christmas A Thankful One."
RULES are I. A religious, di
play Is necessary to qualify f
1st prize; 2. Second prize will
awarded for the most artistic de
orations or display. (Not nee
sarily religious); 3. Displays w
he judged Sunday. Dec. 20 aft
7 p.in.
(:ash prizes will he awarded.
For any additional informati
contact either of these number







INKSTER. 5101. — (urf)
— Now that Inkster has
climbed out of the status Of
"poor community." the Chain.
ber of Commerce wants 'n
name that's less plodding.
Residents are being polled
on their reaction to changlnal
the name of the Detroit slab.
urh to Cherry Hill Heights, be
Dearborn Hills. There's a mum
skirl richness in those names




COFFEE?  You  are...
with double-rich PET Milkl
Wait tiff yoet family and friends taste
your good coffee made doubly delicious
with double-rich PET Evaporated Mat
They'll be singing your praise, while
they pus their cups for more. PET Milk
loves coffee the creamy color, rich mel-
low flavor your folks like in "coffee with."
Try it right now and see ...coffee at its
wry bet is coffee with PET!
34,40,
Riverside.
A son to Mr. and Mrs. John
Thomas of 2840 Choctaw.
A daughter, Pamela Laverne, to
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Mitchell of
1852 Benford.
PETEY AND HIS PALS by 1. MAXWELL
(MY GRAN' PA ISNINETY SIXYEARSOLDTO DAY




Now that the Thanksgiving tur-
key has been consumed in every
possible way, and you have start-
ed making plans for Christmas, I
think I can truthfully say that
this is the busiest time of the
year. Presents to hide, gifts to
buy, lists to check, budgets to bal-
ance, and children with their dai-
ly changing minds to try and satis-
fy. That's life before Christmas,
but who wants to miss it?
Choirs are practicing for their
Cantatas, clubs are planning for
their serenades, ministers a r e
planning their sermons, and mis-
sionaries are planning how to
equally divide their gifts among
the needy. All these are necessary
to life. Whatever category you fall
into you are being blessed.
The CME church in Dyer was
host to the Rev. Cooper of Tren-
ton, Sunday morning as he preach-
:ed to the congregation. The Rev.
W. C. Rogers preached at Hul-
lom's Temple in Rutherford. Rev.
Cooper and Mr. and Mrs. Eddie
Ball were dinner guests of Mrs.
Elizabeth Holland. Mr. and Mrs.
L. L. Hopper of St. Louis spent
the week end with Mr. and Mrs.
J'. D. Overall and other relatives
in Dyer Mrs. Alberta Jamison
spent Friday and Saturday in Mem-
phis attending the Planning Con-
ference of the First Episcopal Dis-
trict of the CME church.
Mrs. LePearl Burns entertained
the Falderal club in the home of
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Ell 'vie
!Saturday night. Members receiv-
ling birthday gifts were Mmes.
;Carrie Harris, Alberta Jamison
Burns. Those receiving prizes
were Mmes. Erma Wynne and Car-
rie Harris. The hostess served ati-
44etizers to each guest upon ar•











Any high school graduate who
wishes to begin his or her collegehome Wednesday night of t h i 1
work may do so by registering inweek. Christmas was in the spirit
Tennessee A&I State university'sof each guest for all brought gifts
Extension school at the Booker T.to those having recent birthdays, 
High school of Mem-
phis, Tenn., Saturday, Dec. 12,
at 9 a. m. Teachers in the trirstate
area who wish to take additional
courses may also enroll.
Courses will be offered in psy-
chology, English, tests and mea-
surements and fund a men t a
mathematics. Classess will be conad, spaghetti, pickles. Olives, pine- ,
ducted on Saturdays and studentsapple and hot rolls were served'
take two cohres leading to six homes as out of town visitors andon a plate with candy, nuts a n d I mayquarter hours college credit. 
lictous Thanksgiving dinner on
away happy from such an enjoy-
lonly
.
 registration date for the 2nd as weekend guests, Mr. a n d
Nrierlasllvoes CwecroeleonnhsanpdinePraott„. 
had Lane 
that date in the Perry borne oil
avenue. During their visit.
coca colas on the side, All went '
Sathrday. Dec. 12, will be the
able evening.
qharter's work. All persons inter- 1 Mrs. Floyd C. Cole of Dude Mist.: 
both couples were also feted in the
Bell home, the home of Mr. and
eated in taking an educational Mrs. Cole is one of the 'highly Mrs. J. H. DeBerry and the home
course at the graduate level are praised and much sought after of Dr. and Mrs. W. S. McKissack.
asked to be on hand also, i teachers in the state, while her it was a NIPPY time to renew an-
husband is the owner and operat-' quaintances and they all mention-
Sees Dig Battle I or of a modern Shoe Repair shop. ed the fact that they woulci re-m • Other guests in the Cole home turn. Memphis, Tenn., also visit-
included Miss Elise Calhoun of Ja- ed by the Clairbornes while in this
mates, N. Y., who is an English' section.
Instructor at A. S. Clark h i g h ;CLUB DOINGS
school, Cordele, Ga.: Mrs. Mandel Mrs. Fannie A. Dobbins was host-
I serves in the English department,
at Halsey Cobb Institute in 
Cor-iess to the regular meeting of the
Thursday in November, in her
Criterion Bridge Club on the third
R. Revels of Denver, Colo., who
dele, Ga., Miss Bettye Hudson, a ,home on Hays Avenue. During t
'senior and Miss Mildred Adams, social repast, it was a pleasure
' a 1959 graduate of Holscv Cobb welcome Mrs. Julia Sheegog w 0
which included Mmes. Esther John-
son, Naomi Chrisp, and Carrie
Seat. Mrs. Chrisp was a winner
twice for she also won high score
in the games played and carried
away that prize. Mrs. Ball was
fortunate to keep low score prize
for herself. Ham with garden sal-
Boy Scouts and Cub Scouts had
their initial meetings Wednesday
night with both Den mothers and
Scouts were present. Meetings are
being held in the Masonic Hall.
Messrs. S. C. Ramsey of Toledo,
Ohio and son B. C. Ramsey of
Detroit. Mich. ,w ere recent guests
of relatives and friends around
Trenton. Rev. and Mrs. V. 'C.
Smith spent Thanksgiving week-
end in St. Louis.
Most of you will be grieved to
hear of the recent ilness of Rev.
F. M. Dickey of St. Louis, formerly
of this area. He had a paralytic
, stroke in the throat but is doing
nicely at this writing.
Mr, and Mrs. L. V. Smith are
the proud new owners of their
home on North Main at.
Mrs. J. B. Alexander is ill.
Trenton - Rosenwald Basketball
team has got off to a fine start.
Coach Penn has a winning team
in his boys and a progressive team
in his girls. Support them.
If you didn't see it, did y m turn
it in?
A daughter, Dianna Lee, to Mrlwas served with crackers and hot NEW FRUIT
and Mrs. David R. Goodman, of Miami — Grapefruit was notspiced tea. For dessert guests were
served ice cream and cookies. 
recognizedgenerally  an a fruit of
commercial possibilities until it
Mrs. Carrie Ball was hostess to was introduced as the Chicago
the Neighborhood club in her Exposition in 1893.
1811 Pennsylvania.
A daughter, Theresa, to Mr. and
Mrs. Jessie Montgomery of 858 Le-
Moyne pk.
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Stork Stops
aay
Born at E. H. Crump Memorial Mr. and Mrs. Oasis Pollion of 2290; A 
daughter, DeAngela Marrella,
hospital Marble. to Mr. and Mrs. Claud Ousley of
November 21, 1950 A son, Rudolph, jr., to Mr. and 1 562 N. Third.
A daughter, Vets Joyce, to Mr. Mrs. Rudolph Currie of 24 N. Ceti-, A daughter, Tracts Louise, to
and Mrs. Sylvester Freeman of ter Lane I Mr. and 
Mrs. Leon Brown of 818
3932 Chelsa.
A daughter, Frecirlcka, to Mr.
and Mrs. Edward McGowan of
1561 Pennsylvania, Apt. A.
A son, Bay Clyde, to Mr. and
Mrs. William H. Taylor of 434 F.
Wellington.
Nov. 24
A daughter, Essle Marie. to
Mr. and Mrs. Ulysses Boulton of
1156 N. Belvedere.
A daughter, Toni Lynne, to Mr.
and Mrs. Anderson Wayne Clem.
ents of Rt. 2, Box 322, Millington,
Tenn.
A daughter, Jewell Yvonne, to A daughter, Patricia Ly n n, to
Mr. and Mrs. Jewel Crawford of,Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Wilson of
359 Jenson rd. 3589 Rochester.
Nov. 25 A daughter, Frances Vonzell to
A son, I. C., jr., to Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. James Jackson of
Mrs. I. C. Hunt of 1497 S. Or. 858 Vance.
leans.
Nov. 26
; A son. Judson Evenderd, to Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas E. Lyons of 1435
Locust.
Born at John Gaston hospital
November 28, 959
A son, Otis, jr., to Mr. and Mrs.
Otis Ely of 22 W. Burdock.
A daughter, Debra Ann, to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Richardson of
339 Caplans ct.
A son. Dale Garrett, to Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest E. Garrett of 3007
Autumn.
I A daughter, Sandra Fay, to Mr.
and Mrs. Willie Pittman of 548 N.
Fourth.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Andrew Price of 1245 Springdale.
A son, Bobby, to Mr. and Mrs.
Isiah Callicutt of 775 Porter.
A daughter, Patricia Diane, to
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Joy of 4848 Cir-
cle.
A daughter. Jessie. to Mr. and
Mrs. T. C. Riley of 650 Firestone.
A daughter. Ermazine, to Mr.
and Mrs. 0. B. Elliott of 493 Leath.
A son, Willie Lee, to Mr. and;N. Claybrook.
Mrs. Tommie Riley of 1315 Ken.[ Dec. 2
nedy. A daughter, Ella Louise, to Mr.
A daughter, Acle Sisson, to Mr. and Mrs. Russell Boone of 900
and Mrs. Melvin Reynolds of 827 Fields.
Henley. A son, Perry DeWayne, to Mr.
A son, Arthur Mose, Ill, to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph White of 2974
and Mrs. Arthur Ross of 778 Ransil- Broad.
ton. A daughter, Leona, to Mr. and
A son, Victor Cortez, to Mr. and Mrs. William Pryor of 1731 Bail
Mrs. James A. Bonnen of 290 Dun- rd.
lap. A son, Melvin, to Mr. and Mrs.
A son, Booker T., Jr., to Mr. Tommie Brown of 158 Huppert.
and Mrs. Booker T. Foosett of 402 A son, Victor Erwin, to Mr. and
Bunty. Sirs. Robert Hoskins of 1040 Alma.
Nov. A daughter, Andrea Denise, to30
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Reed of
1610 Carnegie.
Dec. 3
A son, Jarvis Sherwood, to Mr.
and Mrs. John L. Smith of 3019
Crystal.
A daughter, Mary Jean, to Mr. A son Willie Joseph, jr., to Mr.
and Mrs. Floyd Miller of 559 N. and Mrs. Willie Armstrong of 3..;89
Fourth. Sewanee.
A daughter, Addie Marie, to Mr. A daughter, Clara Jean, to Mr.
and Mrs. Charles McKinney of 610 and Mrs. Jake Givens of 765 Por-
Georgia. ter.
A son, Roosevelt to Mr. and Mrs. A son, Barry Dewitt, to Mr. and
Cleveland Stevenson of 2173 Ket-i Mrs. Peet* Broome of 1738 Eld-
chum. 
A daughter, Sandra Laverne, 
tolridAged.aughter.
Martha, to Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Minms of Mrs. Joe Willis of 561 N. Second.
949 McDowell. A son, Nicholas Lamonte, to Mr.!
A son, James Marshall, to Mr. and Mrs. Ben 0. Jones of 1969
and Mrs. James Jones of 1403 Carter.
Stonewall. Dec. 4
A daughter, Dianne, to Mr. and A son, Reginald Wayne, to Mr.
Mrs. Cornelius Watson of 1571 Mon- and Mrs. James Moore of 334 Glen.'
sarrat. cos.
A son, W. B., to Mr. and Sirs. A daughter, Nancy Sue. to Mr.
Welsey Bradford of 1463 Effie. and Mrs. Elias Jordan of 1807 Ned-
A daughter, Phyllis Ann, to Mr. ra.
and Mrs. Watson Owens of 247 A daughter, !Marla Jean, to Mr.
Modder. and Mrs. Eugene Rogers of 858 Le-
A daughter, Felecia Monett, to Moyne pk.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Waller of 1434 A son, Larry B. Ned, to Mr. and
Lambert. Mrs. Joe Bynum of 258 Lucy.
A daughter, Felecia Monett, to A son, Carlos Leon, to Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Waller of 1434 Mrs. Johnny Dobbs of 1051 Indiana.
Lambert. A son, Anthony Joseph, to Mr.
A daughter, Lillian Jean, to Mr.t and Mrs. Willie Stallion of 41G But-, Nov. 24 and Mrs. Robert Ulla of 2835 ler.A daughter Cynthia Denise, to
Carnes. A daughter, Gloria Anita, to Mr.Mr. and Mrs. Russell Tillman of
A son. to Mr. and Mrs. Sammie and Mrs. John Norman of 2032142 Orr. 
McDaniel of 1683 S. Third. Farrington.A son, Joshua, to Mr. and Mrs. 
Dec. 1 A son, Eric Jerome to Mr. andWillie Collins of G90 Georgia. 
A son, Manuel Lynn, to Mr. Mrs. Frank Nelson of 580 DrivingA daughter, Ruth, to Mr. and
Mrs. Hattrell Deberry of 678 Bal •
and Mrs. Alque Stewart of 1030 ct.
more.
A daughter, Sarah Lynette, to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert McKay of
A son, Michael Jerome, to Mr.
1663 Kansas.
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HEADACHE
For faster, mars complete reliel of
headache, neuralgia, neuritis pains,
take STANBACK Tablets or Powders.
STANBACK's S. A. (Synergistic Action)
—the combined action of severs,.
enedicallyspproved ingredients in
one easy.to-take dose-eases misty
and tension, starts bringing relief







The one gin that tastes great
"chased.n or straight...1
Feel like a straight or a mixed drink?
Gilbey'n is the one gin that's great, either
way. Just enough flavor to spark up the
mixed drinks, yet so Smooth and mellow,
the taste is great straight, That's why
it's the great favorite, all around the world.
GiLBEY'S GIN
" the os gin distilled in
15 countries and served
around the world!
ettlEY'll DISTILLED LONDON nes coo TO PROOF 10 0% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS W. A
!Lift OD., CINCINNATI, OHIO BY NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS CO.
MEMPHIS LINKS — Mem-
bers of the Memphis chapter
of links, Inc., chose imported
oriental silk kimonos and
contrasting pants for their re•
rent brilliant "Night in Ha.
snail" ball held at the Flamin-
go Club. The charity event's
proceeds will be donated to
the NAACP and local chari-
ties. Standing left to right are
Mrs. Julian W. Kelso, Mrs. F.
M. Campbell, Mrs. A. Maceo
Walker, decorations chair-
man; Mrs. R. S. Lewis. jr.,
dance chairman; Mrs. 3. S.
Ryas, Mrs. C. S. Jones, Miss
Jewel Gentry, Mrs. Caffrey
Bartholomew; Mrs. Phillip S.
Booth, Mrs. W. H. Young and
Mrs. Frederick A. Rivers.
Seated left to right are Mrs.
C. C. Sawyer, president and
Mrs. U. S. Bond, the latter of
Madison, Ark.
Carolers Hurt In Elevator Fall
Rot K ISLAND. III. — (UPI) — were I ding plunged nearly 100 feet
Fifteen Christmas carolers were at zit Anthony's hospital.
injured Monday night when a Mrs. William Tacey jr., a mem-
freight elevator in which they her of the Rock Island PTA mother
- singers, and Sitter Mary Bon-
aventure of the hospital staff, both
suffered broken legs.
Thirteen other women were shak-
en up and suffered shock.
The elevator dropped from the
third floor level to the basement
and bounced against coil springs
at the bottom of the shaft.
CONSTIPATED?
Medical reports show
how folks over 35 can
establish regularity
After 35, irregularity often be-
comes a problem. whai you need is
something that aids nature and helps
establish ',yule, v. Such an aid to
regularity Is Stied My use of SEIIILITAN
Here's medical evidence, A group of
Men and women took ItlUTAK daily
under medical supervision. In case
srter case SERUIAN, taken daily.
helped establish regularity. So, for
real relief from constipation atm
try SERUTAN, powder or granular
SERUTA
-R•alII Ilacawards"
Words of the Wise
The roan who questions
opinions is wise; the man
who quarrels with facts is
a fool.





Sa4130 = -1 Anna C: Cook*
Over Aid Bills
WONEWOC, Wis. — (UPI) —
Sen. William Proxmire (D-Wis.)
has predicted a "battle royal" in
Congress next year over bills to
provide medical care for the el-
derly and extending total disability
aid to younger persons.
Proxmire said both programs
are "financially responsible.
Neither would affect the budget
at all. They would both be financ-
ed through increases in the social
security tax.
With the Thanksgiving holidays Guests were also in the homes
already gone, it really lets us know of Dr. and Mrs. W. R. Bell and
that Christmas is just around the Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Perry. Front
corner. If you've done your shop-
ping, you are certainly ahead of
your scribe.
It is very regrettable that the
Jackson Scene was missed last
week. Your scribe and family
were out of the city for several
days due to illness. In my absence,
I find that the holidays were es-
pecially joyous ones in many
'Institute. It was indeed a pleasant
week end for the Coles as their
daughter, Jacqueline who is a
junior in High school was on
Chicago, Ill., for their second visit
south were Dr. and Sirs. D. L.
Clairborne and their little so.
"Skipper" as guests of the Bel
Mrs. Perry was graced with t
presence of her daughter and fami-
ly, Dr. and Mrs. Clinton Cana.
dy and their three lovely children
of Lansing, Mich. The visitors in
both homes were feted with a de-
had been absent from several
meetings and to have the fellow-
ship of a former member, Mrs.
Cyril Porter who now resides in
I hand to entertain the younger set Cleveland, Ohio. Mrs. Porter, along
I with her husband and two lovely
children were called to Jackson
due to the illness of her father-
in-law.
Other members enjoying the
meeting were Mesdames Fern
Walker Vera Brooks Georgia At.
I  Manassas High News
By LANIER and LEWIS
SIMPSON WINS
Robert Simpson, a well known
junior around Manassas, won out
over three other candidates for the
election of the vice president of
the Student Council. This year the
election wasn't exciting as it was
last year with Clinton Taylor, Er-
nest Withers, and yours truly
(Benjamin Lanier) for the stu-
dents didn't know who would pos-
sibly take that win, but Clinton
Taylor topped the other fellows.
Others running this year were
Johnny McGlown. coming in sec-
ond, Daniel Brown, third, a n d
Charlie Morris. Each fellow con-
gratulated Simpson upon h i s
achievement.
The vice president will automat-
ically become the president for
next year. Robert has said he will
do all in his power to help the
student council and the students.
Clinton Taylor. the president of the
student council. welcomed Robert
Simpson into the officers. He is
looking for Simpson to have a
good year.
Manassas toss once again ac-
quired a Student Court. Anyone
who is foundvio bating a school
rule and who is reported to the
Student Council for his act will be
tried in this court.
The court has gotten off to a
very good start with Ernest With-
ers, jr.. chief justice. Each one
of the members of this court are
sharp, and know quite a bit of
law, The court is composed of
nine Justices, a clerk, an assistant
prosecuter and assistant, There also
are students serving as defense
attorneys. Persons serving are:
Benjamin Lanier, Annette Ivory,
and Alberta Clark. Officers on the
court are: Ernest Withers, chief
justice; Ulen Williams, and Jackie
Malone, 12th grade justices; Bev-
erly Williams, Leon Walls, and
Nellie Criglar, llth grade justices;
Henry Montgomery, leth grade jus-
tices; Charles Brasiham, ninth
grade justice; and Marvine Bled-




He Was In Jail
VIILINGTON. Va. — (UPI) —
Charles F., E% Ins, a retired
Washington butcher, wants his
car hack.
Evans claimed the Arlington
police department gold the car
while he was in jail for driving
while intoxicated.
He said police rctc him at his
last address they would sell the
car if he did not claim it.
Evans charged that although he
left no forwarding address, he
was on the third floor of the
eourthouse, a few hundred feet
sway, all the time.
When Evans was released he
'earned the ear, a 11150 sedan,
ad been sold for 851.
He wants the county to •ay
im an estimated 11318. The hr.
ington County Roard has de-
ferred action for two weeks.
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111In
department. Edna Madison a n d kins, Bernice Lucas, Alene Man-1 Marita McCright, clerks; and Oli- ey, Gertrude Ford, Lula Bell Mar-,I ver Haney and Edward Steward, tin, Miss Phonoy Granberry andprosecutors. your scribe. Prises went to Mrs.Remember, he on your 'P a' Lucas and Mrs. Brooks with yours
• 
and "Q's" at all times, or you'll truly getting the booby. Mrs. Per-find yourself facing a judge and ter was presented with a lovelyjury!
JIVE' gl'Oespten prizehouses were Sunday af
you the jive from around the big 
noon for two families in the Ili
Well, I'm here again bringing 
sub-division development, just off"M". Here's the latest as it was of Lane ave. They were in the love-given to me. 
ly homes of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
I Walter Plummer arid Mary Hob- Biggers on Hill Drive and Missson are the Most; McArthur Smith Johnnie Murray and parents on
and Mildred Newton: James Hard-Castle Heights. Dr. Biggers whoing and Nora Louise Halliburton; ; had recently returned to JacksonJames McGlown and Marie Eurk,' to resume teaching at Lane col-or is it Hazel Ward? John Shaw lege will be remembered by manyand J. Y. . . Ernest Liggins and as Mrs. Carrie Pembroke,Annie Marie Rodgers. BTW; Ray- IN SPORTS
mend Shinault, give the girls Merry High school closed out thechance, huh man? Just look at, football season for Jacksonians bythis Theodore McNight and Yvonn playing a benefit game on Thanks-Washinaton, or should it be. Jose. giving against West End highphine Boyd? Rodgers Lewis and school of Fayetteville, Tenn. ThePatricia ??? competition was especially close
for both Coaches Gilmore of Mer-
ry and Battle of West End played
together in college and were most
outstanding players. It was a bit
of a nasty day but Merry cam.
out victorious by a score of 7 tous (Melrose) what's, what now.
Basketball season is now ope •Don't tell me you hate changed
for both Lane and Merry. Bagain, or were yeu left out in
Merry boys and girls won overthe cold? Batter watch out for
Gibson County Training School noher man, she's poison ivy. Shirley
Tuesday night. Lane wasn't quiteLemar (Melrose) has her eyes on
as fortunate when they met Le-a certain senior boy. namely Cleo 
Moyne college en their court onphes Owens. Hortense Spillers
the same night. They lost by a(Melrose) ha ha; here's a secret
couple on the campus. Samuel score of 8 points. The first home
Benton and Juanita Gammon. So, game for Lane will be Dec. 3,




for tickets which will go
on sale in the very near future
for the Miss Bronze West Tennes.
see Pageant. As soon as you re-
ceive your 1960 calendar, circle
Feb. 26, as the date. At this time
21 lovely young ladies will appear
with unusual talent to compete
for a yam's scholarship to Lane
college. Watch for further an-
nouncements of these lovely young
In Is se S.
NEW YoRK (UPI) — Pres- EXTRA
J
Why is Mary McLeod so quiet,
Is it because of Albert? I hear
Edna Madison singing a n e w
tune! Rosie Miles and James
Walker; Barbara Malone and A. C




ident Eisenhower'will ask Congress Mrs Fannie A Dobbin fs o 
to approve a new cabinet post son, Tenn, was made an holl
. 
which would outrank the Vice ary life member and presented the
Presidency and all other cahinet Life Membership









not a parent ie
Eisenhower will propose t to e • reality, Id r s.b binsM Do(+inv. in hopes of freeing the re. Dobbins has talc-
next President from some of the en an unusual in-
ever-increasing details which but. rsrest in youth and PTA work and
den the White House, the report received the sward for services
said, rendered to the association. She is
Newsweek said the first secre- i well known throughout Jackson,
tary's rank would equal that of Madison County and the state ofa prime minister, and he would be Tennessee serving in the capacity
authorized to sit in for the Pros- Schools. the position she still holds.ident at international meetings. of supervisor of Madison CountyEisenhower envisions the of- She has attended the State Pficers as "A Man of 'Commanding' meeting for 15 consecutive ye
prestige, accepted by Congress and a number of national meetingsother governments to speak for at present serves as treasurer of.the first executive,- the magazine the West Tennessee District Con-
{said. I gress.
offices. Newsweek Magazine said
this week.
The new cabinet officer would
oversee over the State Department
the foreign aid program, and the
international offices of several
U. S. departments and agencies,
the magazine said. His title might







































































































































MISS CO- ETTE contestants
display United Negro College
Fund literature as they pre-
pare to carry on a little friend-
ly competition in quest of the
Miss Co-Ette title. The drive,
sponsored by The Co-Ettes. a
young Memphis club, will ben•
efit the current UWE' cam
paign. The winner will be
crowned at the goup's chari-
ly ball December 30 at Le-
Moyne Commons. Left to right
are Miss Marilyn Harris, Miss
Jana Davis. Miss Geraldine
Gray, Miss Eleanor Faye Wil-
liams and Miss Annie Ruth
Phillips. Slat( photo by Hard-
in.
Blue Ribbon Scientist
GRANT SCHOOL student, Ju-
luis Graham, stands beside his
first prize winning exhibit in
the Tennessee Junior Acade-
my of Science displays held
recently on the LeMoyne col-
lege campus. Varioue city
schools contributed exhibits.
The winning project is a plas-
ter mold diagram of an ani-
mal cell. At right is Ivory Mc-
Intyre, science instructor, who
directed young Graham in his
endeavor. Graham is the son
of Mrs. Rosalind Nelson of 2:111
Main. Principal of Grant
school is W. W. Cox. Photo by
Withers.
BTW Freshman Class Leaders
HISTORY WAS MADE AT
Booker T. Washington hi g Is
school when the freshman
class elected officers for the
first time. Principal .1. D.
Springer and Assistant Princi-
pal Joseph Westbrooks re•
ported great pride in the or-
ganization of the class. Seal-
ed left to right are I.eo SOM•
erset. treasurer; Miss Helen




:tack row, left to right are
J. R. Carr. athisor: Miss Jo-
sephine Moore, corresponding
•
‘ecretary; Stanley Beal, sett
'ant-at-arms; Aubrey II o w•
ird, reporter; Miss Robbie
Ford, parliamentarian; a n d
Mrs. Martha Calloway, ad‘is•
or. Photo by Hooks.
Shower Goodwill Homes
JACK AND JILL club show-
ers Goodwill Home at a pre -
Thanksgiving party. Many
useful items of clothing were
gathered by the youthful or-
ganization. Supervising t Is s
project was Mrs. Iris Ilarri-
son, the club's advisor. Chap-
erones at the party were Mrs.
Lois Hargrov es. Mrs. Thel-
ma Davidson. Mrs. Louise
Davis and Leon Brownlee,
Miss Junienne Briscoe, Miss
Lynn Howell. Miss Janie Paw
Is, Miss Sylvia Williams, Rob-
ert Williams, Miss Marilyn
Harris, Miss man Hargroves,
Polk Puryear, Edward Harris,
Robert Davidson, Jr., M Is I
Yvonne Jordan, Thomas El.
Ind, Otha Sawyer, Jr.. Billy
•petcht, Homer Fetich* amt
Charles Hooks.
Lester High School Library Assistants A Busy Group
ONE, or LESTER HIGH
school's buelest group of stu-
dents is its corps of library
assistants. In photo at left,
Mils are busy checking out
books so fellow students can
do their homework. Left to
right are Misses Undo Ware,
Flora Greene, Marilyn D u n-
can. Eva Durrett and Yvonne
Bailey. Entire group of libra-
ry assistants, photo at right,
Include, first row, left to
right, Misses Peggy Jackson
Anna Rlackemore, Mahle
Young and fable Knox. Sec-
nd row left to right are Miss•
Linda Ware, Edith Jones,
Hors Greene, Emma Stott
and Sandra Durrett. Back
row left to right are Misses
Marilyn Duncan. Willie M a e
Carnes. Anita Jones, Eva Dur-
rett, Norma Taylor, Dorothy
Johnson, l'sonne Bailey snd
Marion Roberson. Young Is
dies in hoot row had just par-
ticipated in special program
sponsored by the "Gracious
Ladies.- Staff plots by Billy
Duncan.
3
Sot., Dec. 12, 1959
NASHVILLE — Four juniors
and one sophomore got the start-
ing job for the first edition of
Tennessee State university's hard-
wood artist coach by Harold Hun-
ter.
Battle tested in Tennessee's
— third straight NAIA national cage
sweep, Porter "Men" Merriweth•
er anti Bob Clark are the guards,
Gene Werts and Mel Davis will fill
the forward slots while "Spider"
Ben Walley takes over the pivot
slot.
_ Averaging 6-3,J-hinter's starting
five will be the tallest in
history. Sophomore captain
Merriwether at six even is the
smallest man on the quint. Con-
' trasting Alert, Spider Warley can
it4.-:4prelid his 6-7, 180-pound frame in
ie. a defensive web. A shade under
Warley, 6-6, Werts is the second.
tallest starter.
Wells, and Alerriwether are he•i
ginning their second season as first ,
fivers, and Warley shared the piv-
ot spot almost equally with Dia-
mond Jim Satterwhite Davis
picked up a little game savvy sub-
bing for All-American Dick "Skull"
Barnett who is now playing-for-
pay with Syracuse. Rounding out
his skill on the .JV squad for most
of last season Clark stuck with
the Varsity for the second half and
made the trek to Kansas City for
versity on the Rebels' court George-
town handed the Big Blues their
only setback last season in the
Little Garden.
While on the road, Hunter's cag-
ers battle Eastern Illinois Dec. 8,
First year college mentor, Hunter
and Anderon college Dec. 10.
will unvail the Tigers before the
homefolks Dec. 12, against South-
ern Illinois and again during Ten.
'lessee State staged three-day N. I.
A. A. South centeral basketball
tournament.
The eight-team dribble-derby's
second running feature Nebraska
State, Pikeville, Georgetown, Villa
Madonna, Bellarmine, Fisk and de-
fending champions Tennessee
State. Bellarmine and Tennessee
both have headmen in their first
year of college coaching. Other
than Hunter, Alex Groza (brother
of Cleveland Brown's Field goal
specialist, Lou "The Toe") and
former All-American at University
of Kentucky, begins his college
career this season.
In rousing eye popping games
last week the Lester Lions showed
everyone that they mean to keep
the big pay-off. qhe Memphis Prep championship
The 1959 NAIA and UPI college 
right in their own backyard. The
division cage champions. Tennes- 
Lester Lions roared out to meet Tennessee found plenty of ducksthe Hamilton quint and when thesee State who posted a 32.1 open in most areas when the 40-dayfinal whistle had blown Lester hadthis year's campaign on the road, duck season opened at noon onwrapped up their first victory ofDec. 5, against Georgetown uni- -- e season Monday. However, due to lack of
Ducks Plentiful As
IICORDS FOR IVIRYONI
III Puler fr, Lenterriel•
PA,Do• IA 8-6.141
A +6164 4. .0 111.444
A. a.-'u". *30 s• 10 elleNOI
MIS 4911 an owl ren if 1 1.
11111 --1101 AMIN I. i oft 1 &MlMal* M. RAW Si
game; and Douglass vs. BTW at
BTW, night game; Dec. 1.3 finds
BTW going against Hamilton at
Hamilton in a day game and Car-
ver taking on Manassas at Manas-
sas in a night contest. Then the
boys take a break for Christmas.
Coming back on Jan, 4 will be a
game between Manassas and BTW
at Manassas and Carver tackles
Father Bertrand at Carver in a
night contest. On Jan. 6, Lester
vs. Melrose at Lester in a night
game and Douglass vs. Hamilton
at Hamilton in a day game. Jan.
8, Carver VS. Hamilton at Carver
in a night contest and Father Ber-
trand vs. Lester at Lester in a
night game. Jan. 11, Manassas vs.
Hamilton in a night game at Man-
assas and BTW tries Lester at
BTW in a night contest. On Jan.
13 Father Bertrand tackles Ham-
ilton at Hamilton in 3 day game
and Melrose tries BTW at Melrose
in a night game.
LeMoyne In
40-Day Season Opens Second Home
water, ice, etc., the ducks were•
On tap for the coming week are missing in many of the West Ten'the following contests: nessee bottomlands.
Dec. 11, Hamilton vs. Melrose at The Springville and Camden
Hamilton, day game: Dec. 14, Car- Dewatering Areas on Kentucky
ver vs. Lester at Carver, night Lake provided fair shooting, with
an estimated one thousand hunters
killing seven hundred and sixty
ducks Irom the two acres.
Reelfoot Lake was, perhaps, the
best spot for opening day. How-
ever many of the large flocks of
ducks present on Reelfoot a I ew
weeks ago, had left the lace, ac-
cording to Game and Fish person-
nel at Reelfoot.
Waterlowl shooting will continue
through Jan. 8, 1960. Shooting




Los Angeles — (UPI)—Howard
(Red) Hickey, coach of the San!
Francisco Forty-Niners football
quad, will pilot the Western con-
S.I.A.C. Tournament, Tuskegee, Ala. March 5 Chicagocrence squad for the 10th anni-
-rsary All-Star Pro Bowl game 11•MMIIIMINIIIIMIIII• III III NM IR 11•11
Ian. 17.
Hickey's appointment as one of 9"."!!!IG WITHOUT LIABILITYthe head coaches for the classic,
to be held in the coliseum, was
Announced jointly by Paul J.
Schissler, managing director of
the annual charity game in Los
, Angeles, and Austin Gunsel, act-
ing commissioner of the National
Football League in Philadelphia.
It will mark Hickey's first time
as a Pro Bowl coach. Weeb
Ewbank of the leadnig Baltimore
(.olts served as the West's coach
Waterfowl hunters can perform
a service to wildlife management,
T ilt Dec 11
and thus help improve their sport,
by returning bands found on ducks
or geese to th e U. S. Fish and
Wildlife Service in Wash-
ington, D. C. Accompanying t h e
band should be the information on
when, where and how the band
was obtained. The Service then
will notify the cooperator of where
and when the bird was originally
banded. Many thousands of water-
fowl are banded in North Ameri-
ca each year and ban d returns
provide information on the life
histories of these birds which is of
value in determining management
practices. The State Game and
(Fish Commission and the U. S.
Fish and Wildlife Service main- i




FOR 1959 - 1960
HENDERSON A. JOHNSON GYMNASIUM
Ala. State
Xavier









LeMoyne's Magicians play their
second home game in Bruce Hall
against Alabama State on Satur-
day night of next week, Dec. 12.
The contest will start at 8.
The Magicians played their home
opener Tuesday of this weekl
against Lane college of Jackson,
Tenn. They were at Fisk univer-
sity this Friday night, and invade
Knoxville College this Saturday.
night. Rust college will be herei
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See Us For Your Insurance
Full Compliance With








202 Dermon Bldg.— 3rd & Court —JA. 6-3966
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
•es rs lab.. Mier tsd Pt**
760 Union Ave.-IA 7-2631 - 2268 Park Ave -FA
BULLDOGS — The 1959-60 edi-
tion of the Fisk university
Basketball Bulldogs boasts 7
veterans of previous hardwood
encounters. The Bulldogs
coached by H. B. "Bus'
Thompson will be shooting for
JUNIOR BLUES BOWL Queen for
this year is Miss Rosa Mae
Wilkes. She, along with all the oth-
er Queens of the Football Cies-
18
S1AC honors based on their
stellar performance last sea-
son. Coach Thompson will be
depending for strength on,
reading left to right, stand-
ing — Alton Washington, jr.,
of Chattanooga. Tenn.; La-
mont Lawson, Sopb. of Was
ington, D. C.; Bobby Gilliam,
Sr., of Nashville; James Me-
Adoo, Jr., of Nashville: Har-
old Shaw, jr., of Chicago, 111.;
kneeling — William Dixon, jr.
of Henderson, Ky.
Magicians Go Against
Tough Barna Dec. 12
Memphis basketball fans have
only two more chances to see Le-
Moyne's Magicians in- action be-
fore the Christmas holiday sea-
son rolls around.
A big game is on tap this Satur-
day night, Dec. 12, at 8 o'clock
in Bruce Hall. The Magicians will soe proved a crack scorer fr.
take on the powerful Alabama the floor and deposited 33 poi
State college five from Montgom- Charles Gregory, forward, tallied
ery. 13, and Captain Chester Collins.
Rust college of Holly Springs, the playmaker, came up with 11.
Miss., will invade Bruce Hall for Others showing well for LeMoyii.
a contest with the LeMoynites, wi re Bobsiebe on




Holly Springs, Dee. 14. Bob Williams.
LeMoyne got off to an excellent
SIC will he honored Dec. at start before a packed Bruce Hall Fayetteville FacesCurries Club Tropicana at t h e last week by defeating a press.
Elks Yuletide Cavalcade of Stars. jog Lane college quint from Jack- Rough Scheduleson Tenn 104-96
Coach Jerry C. Johnson, noted
that his predominantly freshman
team made several mistakes on
offense and showed some weak-
ness defensively.
Nevertheless, the Magicians look-
ed good in their opener. David
Gaines, the freshman guard from
Detroit, lived up to expectations
Plans are being finalized for a big
slam-bang show featuring some of






and thrilled the crowd with his
:masterful style of handling the
ball. Gaines was top scorer with
34 points.
Pushing Gaines for top honors
was Carrot Bledsoe, All-Memphis
from Manassas High school. Bled-
FAYETTEVILLE, N. C. — Page
P. Saunders, Basketball Coach at
the Fayetteville State Teachers
College, has his work cut oat for
him as he opens the 1959-60 cage
season.
Hit hard by graduation last June
Saunders will open with five I
ter-men back in the fold
CALLING ALL TRI-STATE
DEFENDER NEWSBOYS!
(And Boys who want to sell Defenders)
YOU CAN WIN $200 CASH
In The BIG NEW
CASH Contest
To be awarded to the newsboy who
sells the highest increase in sales at
contest end.
1st. $10000 6th. $20.00
2nd. $ 50.00 7th. $20.00
3rd. $ 40.00 8th. $10.00
4th. $ 20.00 9th. $10.00
5th. $ 20.00 10th. $10.00
This contest will be based on average increase for the 16
week period of the contest.
Starting base will be the number of pan0rs •n14 /sf.
Base for new boys will be 25.
Newsboys must make a complete report by Thursday of
each week.
Non-payment of bill will disqualify a newsboy.
Each newsboy must sell papers EVERY week.
Customers list must be given to the supervisor.
Contest opened Nov. 14, 1959 and ends Feb. 27, 1960.
HURRY! CALL JA. 6.8397 RIGHT NOW!







Have You A Car For Sale, Apartment Or Room For Rent, Real Estate For Sale, Birth Or Death Notice To Be Announced, Household Goods For Sale,
You Need Help In Your Home Or Business, Furniture That You Would Like To Dispose Of, Or, Would You Like To Advertise Your Business? 
Today - - -The Tri-State Defender Announces A New Service To Want-Ad Advertisers.
Memphis Business
Service Directory
19 ETSINEM STISTIFF.X I) BUSTNYSB STIIVIPER
JOHNSON'S
BARBER SHOP





































Road Service — Tires — Batteries
Motor Tune-Up — Brake Service
Wheel Alignment and Balancing




With and Without Appointment
324 HERNANDO ST,
JA 7-3056
We Give United Trading Stamps
Goodfriend's Laundry - Cleaners















V4 ell Air 241orer sedao. 50.15111
SOW On.,.,, en, te•I snow.
$ 1 1 ti
1958 Ford
P•irlano "nd" 4- doer learnt..
Polly equipped hirludIn •rd-o-
Anti, newer steering. Finned he




5,1 Air nevi sedan. Tn. ene
• aOr is nesifieed with radio.




C.,,, "till" Pollan coupe. fully




/kinetic. Rid,. and heal•r.
ownOt nfw.
1955 Chevrolet
VA Rol SIr I-dwor gods., PoW•r-
radio. ItOikt•r, 1105.
On• OwnOr fir 1541 it int ream




CoronOt 4-deer nein fonned with
IthnOMItioion, roll* and
baiter. A reel don ear.
$1195
1956 Chevrolet
Al, I-nor nilan. anionic)
mIS Pelenclide, we.
IOWA A real 5r511 “tOrnOii1O.
$1195
1955 Plymouth
amen W-11 automatic trienerninien,








  Ible with autowiatie trains-
isoss•r Owing Sad beans.




7.0e Peri ter• Victoria. Polly *WWI.








4-11r. hind l..—push Sullen tranw
Power stenina, radio, nate, 0.









Fully o4e10014 — hie one
1959 Ford
On own, obi On all eaten. CAM
actital milee
$2595
'Abr. radio, flOittr, tonmettio.
rooeisiontne.
1959 Chevrolet
(40104.41 w,th gown etlierine,





1-b. Seam, tquioom With r•doe,
neater. or-et Orel — etiek stOft.
6395
Open Nits:  GL. 84521
60 More to Choose From
3 Lines For Two (2) Weeks .70
You Do Not Have To Leave Home To Place A Want-Ad In The Tri-
State Defender. Just Call Us And Say 'Charge It'. We Will Take Your Ad.
YOU WILL GET RESULTS.
I PHONES JAckson 6-8397 JAckson 6-8398
Ask For Miss Fast Action Results
SFIRTITAL AbTfAritt ETFT-7 .--E. I. ADVISOR Special Services
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
Titus I. her new office at the Mississippi
State Liss. MADAM RELL is bask after a
lens time of being away and at last she is
bark to stay in her new Immo
Ar• yes Dissatisfied with marriage? lave
yes lost faith la year husband, wife or sweetheart? Are yew
I. bad health? Are you di gad? It say elk... are yew
problems, come lit MADAM BELL advise yen at sem Ibe
will read UM I. yea just as she weirt4 read as open book
Tell yea why year yots er business la am a seeress if you Its••
felted in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located as Illigkway 61 South, just over Mississippi State
Line, tta the way to Hernando. Her home Is 3 blocks below
where eh: used to stay right aside the DeSete Motet. Be sure
I. look far the RED BRIER HOUSE mid you'll find her there
at all times. She sever had an @Mei la West Memphis /
Catch yellow bus marked WIsitehaven State Liao and gat
off at Stao Limo and walk I blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
BAND SM.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Heir,! a m. to 6 p.m.
Roadie's Daily Open to Sundays
I deal asks any home calls or answer any letters. Bo aura
te leek for the right sign and the right same.
DONATION PLEASE




"The Swami Spirit Slate"
"FORTUNE TELLER"
GIVE ANSWERS TO ANY
QUESTION
Ask the SWAMI any question about
the Future, Present, Love, Cuba,
Games and Etc.
le Business Services It gives ANSWERS as if by maim,
emsogienmIsout for anybody or money back. You
will he amazed and amused.
EXCITING AMUSEMENT
MAIL $3 for SWAMI to
V. HAMILTON
64 West Randolph Street


















492 Vance Ave. - JA 7-4917
TEEEZ=neW
10:23332131,
Distinctively serving th4; Miclostor with
Aistioureing, Businoss Administration,
tuatara Machismo, Sooratosiol, ISM
Kay Nark, Pismonality Ellaaoponant,
Civil Service, goal Estate and
Court Roistering CommaCIrse.1948




I Lately arm mow I
Elmer L Hubbard. At A. Director
JE5-6161
















530 Linden Ave. JA 6-4756
11 Special Services













24 Years In Piano Tuning
and Rebuilding
BREWER JAckson 6-2584







Tell Us When —
You'll (;et It Then
JA 7-3810
358 Beale









On All Ads Sold




Ask For Mr. Sengstacke
MEN and WOMEN
Wanted To Read The
Tri-State Defender
Two (3) big reasons Why you
Eiiinished 'teems
FOR RENT
726 IIaslIII 1 I
310 So. Lauderdale - 2
belh 
809 Henderson • 3 rms. .
2656 Cio nes - 3 nos , bath
1435 Washington • 3 rms













Free Transportation To and From
Airport, Depot, Rue Station, Etc.
GOOD FOOD




94 DEAL ESTATE FOR SALE $ • MORT AGES
Sell Michigan Land
Ws need an agsvresstr• real
estate firm to rear eeeee us in sell-
ing 2,000 homesit• lots to the
public at liberal t•rnit of $10
down and $10 a month. Poll ad-
vortising 0,1 prornotionol sup.
WS plus highest cornmisstonl.
Write,
SARGOL REALTY CORP.
139 No. Clark Street.
Chicago 2, Illinois













152 Madison — JA 5.1811
III Si, Main — JA 5-1351
Examined and Supervised
by State Department

























"Mn,. tor Th• family
At Family banners"
EUREKA HOTEL -
Weekly and Daily Rates
Innerspring Mattresses








Steam Heat — New Furniture
should cad the TRI•ST ATE "A HOME AWAY FROM HOME"
DEFENDER. 84 East Calhoun Avenue
1. The TRI-STATE DEFENDER
—the exciting story of people.
2. The TRI,STATE DEFENDER
—the newspaper that fights for
you—the people.
Would You Like to KNOW and
GROW with the
TRI • STATE DEFENDER
Get The Facts — Get The







Daily Rates • Air Conditioned
Private Baths - Telephone • Radio
COFFEE SHOP











15c per agate line





5'2 PT. SAME RATE as 1 line
ordinary type.
SAME RATE at 2
hoes ordinary type.










Cancellations of want-ans can
be given until 12 noon Satur-
day. Copy cancelled after 12





No guarantee can be given as
to position in column. T. F.
(Till Forbid) orders subject
to change in rate without
notice.
Tri-State Defender box num-
bers — the words comprising
the address — whether name
and street or telephone, or
The Tri-State Defender box
number — will be charged for
as part of the advertisement.
The Tri-State Defender will
fontard to out Of town ad-
vertisers mail received ad-
dressed to our address, but
the excess postage is to be
charged to the advertiser.
ROOM IN 1414'S ROME
or 1414114911ml
with Christi. wom•n. For refine 11119r1111.11111.111111111.1111".°Prewill."1.11.111111ESTATE FOR SALEL E TE FOR SALE 9'Effie ?Aron WU 11144
Furniture, home and office,
refrigerators, ranges,
televisions and radios
















44 or a e Sr.
NEW TIRES FOR SALM ODD 15571i
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POR BETTER CHILDREN —
this group of dedicated civic
minded women Is one of the
most important parts of the
Child Development Program in
which the University of Ten-
nessee Medical school is par-
tIcipating. These women are
dedicated to driving the moth-
ers and babies to the hospital
for their fourth and eighth ex-
aminations. They are taking
precious time away from their
own busy schedules to lend a
hand. Standing, from left are
Mrs. Katie Sexton, chairman;
Mrs. Pearl Evans. co.chair-
man; Mrs. A. B. Carter, Mrs.
P. Pollard, Mrs. Lucille Price
and Mrs. James Byes. Seated
are Mesdames S. Brown, An-
nie Mae Able and Lola Smith.
Others not shown but equally
interested in the project are
Mesames R. L. Adams, Susie
Bryant, Bessie Edwards, Ar-
thur Flowers, Edward Hayes,
F. L. Hayes, Arthur Horne,
H. H. Johnson, Elsie W. Ma-
son, Marguerite M or g a n,
Ann Parker, Charles Pinkston,
S. W. Qualls, A. M. Wal-
ker and W. H. Young.
Jackie Robinson Goes On
Record- Breaking Highlander
Jackie Robinson has signed a
statement affirming the right of
Highlander Folk School to exist
and to carry on its adult educa-
tional program without -recurrent
intimidation, it was reported to-
day by Myles Horton, director of
the school.
Dr. Hugh Morgan of Nashville,
one of the initiators of the state-
ment, expressed appreciation for
the nationwide support that is com-
ing for Highlatder Folk School,
a Tennessee institution. Other in
itiators are Mrs. Eleanor Roose-
velt, Dr. Reinhold Neibuhr, Har-
ry Golden, Dr. Martin Luther
King, jr., Mrs, Mildred McAfee
Horton, Dr. Douglas Horton, Clar-
ence Pickett, Dr. Alexander
Meiklejohn, Marion Wright and
Msgr. John O'Grady.
The residential adult education
program for WO will begin on
January 15 with a workshop on
Social Needs and Social Resources.
IS "IRON-HUNGRY BLOOD
MAKING YOU
ONLY "HALF" A WOMAN?
Art You 56 Run-Down You Can't Give Your Husband and Family
Real Companionship? Then Discover The Wonderful
Blood-Strengthening Action of This Spocial Iron Tonic for WOM11111
Bow tragic when a woman feel Thus quickly help build rich, red
so Wed, so weak and ran-down blood ... to restore strength and
she can't be a real companion! energy so you feel fine again fast I
Luckily, it's often due to "Iron- Pinkham's unique formula can
Hungry Blood" (simple iron de- also bring blessed relief from
flotency anemia). Then it's need- functionally-caused monthly
less for those women to suffer cramps said "Bot Mashes- of
such awful weariness. change-of-life! No wonder so
Now, a wonderful iron tonic many women use Pinkham'a
can help relieve this condition... Tablets all through their lives,
thus renew your vitality! It's If "Iron-Hungry Blood" has
Lydia E. Pinkham's Tablets, only left you weak and run-down —
Iron tonic made especially for only "half" a woman—get Pink-
women! Rich in iron, Pinkham's ham's Tablets from druggists.
Tablets start to strengthen Then see 11 you don't soon feel
'Iron-Hungry Blood" in one day! "all" woman again!
FOR FEMALE AILMENTS! Doctors' tors prove famous Lydia I.
Pinkb.m Vegetable Compound (liquid) also Wings quick mudfrom Mecomforta of monthly pain and change-of-llfs.
The school, Horton reports, has
been invited to hold the workshop
on the campus of another Ten-
nessee educational institution in
the event it cannot be held at
Highlander. Monthly workshops are
scheduled as follows: Communica-
tions; Consumers' Problems; The
College Student and Social Issues;
Community Services and Integra-
tion; Voting and Registration;
Community Leadership; Communi-
Shifting Populations; and Govern-
mental Social Resources.
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By ODLS DOCKERY
Well, well, well, who can tell,
I am back for another spell with
the latest happenings around this
man's town. The athletic depart-
ment of Hamilton sponsored a
hardy little party Nov. 23. It was
a swinging affair. A few present
wore Essie Boyd, Loris Davie,
Barber Harris, Dorothy Faint, Rob-
ert Davis, Maurice White and
many others. The Civil Defense
department throws a record spin
every Tuesday evening after
school, 3:30 to 5:30. A few seen
on the scene each and every
Tuesday are Lawrence Fent, Bet-
tye Ewing, Troy Morris, Doris
Watkins, Roger Jones, Lois Davis
and Carlene Person.
The Student Council of a school
acts as a governing body. It is
to the school as our government
s to our country. The student
council is the most important or-
ganization on any school campus.
There are two main parts of
the student council; the executive
staff and the student's court. Any
activity within the school should
be carried to the executive staff
and then to the principal. The stu-
dent court play san important
part. Its function is to assure an
honest trial of any student on the
campus who is guilty of com-
mitting a wrong act.
The student council doesn't ex-
ist to "help the principal and fac-
ulty." It's not a judge and jury
type of organization. The disciplin-
ary jobs belong to the admiistra-
lion just as jobs like homework,
cheering, and playing football be-
long to you.
The student council is a kind of
democracy in miniature. Its job
Reoent signers of the state-
ment which deplores "the contin-
uing harrassment to which High-
lander Folk School has been sub-
jected" include: Dr. Roger Shinn,
formerly professor of Vanderbilt
Divinity School in Nashville, and
Professors Everett Tilson a n d
James Glasse, also of Vanderbilt;
Margaret Rigg, Associate Editor of
motive magazine, and Edward
Wright, editor of Concern, both of
Nashville; Professor Wilford Cross,
University of the South, Sewanee,
Term.; John Bolt Culbertson, At-
torney, Greensville, S. C.; Gordon
Clapp, former head of TVA; Mrs.
John Dewey, wife of the philoso-
pher; Professor Max Lerner, Bran-
deis university; Rev. James Rob-
inson, New York City; Dr. How-
ard Thurman, Dean of the Bos-
ton University Chapel; A. Phillip
Randolph, president of the Broth-
erhood of Sleeping Car Porters;
Rabbi Jacob Weinstein, K. A. M.
Temple, Chicago.
RACE TELECASTS
Seven Hialeah stake races will
be telecast next season.
-
Every Piece Must Go Regardless Of Cost . . . .
Buy NOW For Christmas Best Values Go First!
* Factory Samples!
• Many One-Of-A-Kind!
• Some Matched Sets!
HERE ARE A FEW EXAMPLES: All Sales Final!All Sales For Cash!
Reg. Price Item Sale Price
$29.95 Ladies Pullman Case $14.97
$27.50 Ladies Weekend Case $13.75
$29.95 Ladies Weekend Cases $17.97
$18.50 Men's Portfolio Brief Case $11.50
$ 9.75 Men's Brief Cases $ 5.85
$ 5.00 Leather Wallets, $ 3.00
(All Prices Plus Tax)
29 So. Second Phone JA. 7-0614
takes place in a setting where it
actually practices the things that
make good citizenship. Every-
one has a contribution to make to
the student council.
The student council, in a way,
has the job of supervising extra-
curricular activities which relate
to the schools total program. This
doesn't mean that it tells any or-
ganization how to run its business,
but it does mean that it enters the
name of the organization on an as-
sembly calendar when they ask for
an assembly date.
You can see that the student
council has a tremendous responsi-
bility and the degree to which it
meets this responsibility head-on
will determine to what extent it
will grow in good citizenship and—
what is infinitely more important





Memphis' music-lovers will be
given the rare opportunity Friday
night, Dec. 11, to see and hear the
celebrated piano team of Nelson
and Neal in Bruce Hall at Le-
Moyne college. The concert starts
at 8:30.
Allison Nelson Neal, born in Au-
stralia, and Harry Neal, a Ten-
nessean, are two pianists who met
HOME OFFICE — A compact,
multi-purpose "Home Office"
idea, conceived by the Under-
wood corporation, has provid-
ed the ideal solution to the
family gift problem for many
practical-minded Santa Claus-
es this year. Portable type-
writers have long been a wel-
come Christmas stocking item
in the nation's homes, and
Underwood has now combined
this decorator-styled unit with
the Add-Mate, an electric add-
ing•subtracting in no
larger than a telephone, for
complete home efficiency.
Women who have worked or
at Philadelphia's Curtis Institute
of MUSit, married and started to
make music together.
After joining forces as a two-
piano team, they had three chil.
dren and built themselves an in-
genious home on wheels. Their
well-equipped bus, which carries
them over 40,000 miles a year, is
home for the Neals as well as
their children and two Baldwin pi-
anos.
The piano team has drawn
praise from newspapers all over
the nation. Said the New Yoe',
Post; "The sprightly Australian-
American piano duo of Nelson and
Neal gave a vivifying impetus to
the current musical season."
NERVE SYSTEM
Cleveland — Uncounted thou,.
ands of miles of nerve liners system, one of the many mar.
comprise the brain and nervous vels of the human body.
are still working in modern
offices may use it for hand-
ling bills, bank statements and
household accounts; men, for
finishing up job details in com-
fort at home and avoiding the
late hours at the office; stu-
dents, for better marks and
neater homework.
Was LeMoyne Delegate
Chester Cade, president of the
senior class at LeMoyne college,
was a delegate last week end to
the regional meeting of the Na-




LOOKS LIKE CREAM! POURS LIKE CREAM! EVEN WHIPS!
Carnation in the Red and White Can actually brings out richer
cofjee flavor than cream. lei the world's leading brand of evaporated milk -
the double-rich milk with twice as much cream in every drop. Join the ,
millions who prefer the world's finest in their coffee. Fill your cream pitcher
with Carnation, and enjoy richer coffee flavor - delicious, full-bodied -
cup after cup. Get Carnation in the bright red and white can today!
Recipes on the labels, tool Look for
the wonderful tested recipes on every Carnation
labeL Your family will love them!
World's leading brand
of evaporated milk!
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